
A HISTORY OF THE PELASGIAN THEORY.

FEW peoples of the ancient world have given rise to so much controversy
as the Pelasgians; and of few, after some centuries of discussion, is so little
clearly established. Like the Phoenicians, the Celts, and of recent years the
Teutons, they have been a peg upon which to hang all sorts of speculation ;
and whenever an inconvenient circumstance has deranged the symmetry of a
theory, it has been safe to ' call it Pelasgian and pass on.'

One main reason for this ill-repute, into which the Pelasgian name has
fallen, has been the very uncritical fashion in which the ancient statements
about the Pelasgians have commonly been mishandled. It has been the
custom to treat passages from Homer, from Herodotus, from Ephorus, and
from Pausanias, as if they were so many interchangeable bricks to build up
the speculative edifice; as if it needed no proof that genealogies found sum-
marized in Pausanias or Apollodorus ' were taken by them from poems of the
same class with the Theogony, or from ancient treatises, or from prevalent
opinions ; ' as if, further, ' if we find them mentioning the Pelasgian nation,
they do at all events belong to an age when that name and people had
nothing of the mystery which they bore to the eyes of the later Greeks, for
instance of Strabo;' and as though (in the same passage) a statement of
Stephanus of Byzantium about Pelasgians in Italy ' were evidence to the same
effect, perfectly unexceptionable and as strictly historical as the case will
admit of 1

No one doubts, of course, either that popular tradition may transmit, or
that late writers may transcribe, statements which come from very early, and
even from contemporary sources. But this is quite a different matter from
assuming, as a working hypothesis, that the unauthenticated statements of
late writers do come from early sources. Even where such a statement tallies
with a statement of Homer, or with the results of excavation, we are not
justified in inferring, on that account only, that the late writer had Homer
before him, any more than that he had himself conducted such an excavation.
In the absence of evidence to the contrary, he may equally well be assumed
to have got his information from a quite late handbook, or from an imaginative
author who for once by chance was right.

Most recent writers meanwhile admit, tacitly, that authorities do vary
1 Niebuhr, History of Rome (tr. Hare and Thirlwall 1837; i. p. 26.
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in value, and that ceteris paribus the earlier sources are more trustworthy
than the later. But the reservation 'ceteris paribus' covers a great deal; for
it is argued, not uncommonly, that Hecataeus, for example, stands much
nearer in the scale to Pausanias than he does to Hesiod, and Hesiod nearer
to Hecataeus than to Homer: in the sense, of course, that between Homer
and Hesiod lies a great political convulsion, involving a fatal breach with the
past; and that between Hesiod and Hecataeus lies at least a century of
strenuous endeavour to bridge that gap, and ' restore' the missing data by
strenuous use of the imagination.

At the time when the chronological lacuna between Mycenaean and
Hellenic Greece was still unsurveyed, a considerable service was rendered by
Mr. Cecil Torr, in an experimental reconstruction,121 in which every interval of
time which he was able to demonstrate was ' written down ' (so to speak) to
the ' least possible' dimensions; somewhat as if a prudent capitalist to-day
were to 'write down' to SO the value of his consols. The result was a
chronological scheme which, although it has not been widely adopted, had at
least the merit of being ' within the mark.' It called attention, besides, to
certain other matters of historical method, which I need not specify here.

Now what I have attempted to do, in this essay, is to make a similar
experiment with the ancient statements about the Pelasgians: to arrange
them, in fact, strictly in accordance with the relative antiquity of the sources
from which they severally become first known to ws; and to use, at each
stage, as commentary upon any passage, only such other statements as we
know from extant authors to have been current at the date when that passage
was penned. To interpret Homeric passages, that is, I shall use only Homeric
evidence and the physique of the Aegean, accessible to ' Homer' as to us;
to interpret Hesiod and the later Epic, only Epic sources; to interpret
Thucydides, only sources of at least fifth century date. Not until I reach
the authorities of the age of Alexander, shall I make use of any statement
which rests merely on the authority of Ephorus or his kind. In this way
alone, I think, can we be certain to avoid anachronism. Much else about the
Pelasgians may very likely be ancient tradition, but it cannot be proved from
extant sources to be so; and it may, on the other hand, find a more probable
context—if not an assured origin—lower down, when once we have constructed,
on the hypothesis of ' lowest possible' dates for each phase, the outlines of
the growth of the Pelasgian Theory.

It is difficult to be certain, in an enquiry of this kind, that one has
really left preconceptions behind; but I may at all events confess this, that
I had not the faintest idea, when I began to apply this method to my
materials, what the results of the experiment were going to be. Least of all
was I prepared for the form which the Homeric evidence assumed, when once
it was released from its Hellenic commentary; or for the part which I have
fouud myself compelled to assign to Ephorus in the concoction of the Great
Pelasgian Myth.

l a C. Torr Memphis and Mycenae, Cambridge, 1896.
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§ 1.—Homeric Evidence: its Two-fold Character.

To take, first and separately,Fthe Homeric passages.lb They divide at
once into two classes: those which contain the substantival forms He\a<Ty6<;,
UeXacryot, and those which contain merely the adjective He\acryuc6<;. In the
substantival passages it is a fair preliminary hypothesis that the poet had in
his mind some more or less definite conception of an actual people, either
still existent in his own time and that of his original audiences; or, if
extinct, familiar both to him and to his audiences, through a lively and
accepted tradition, as recent occupants of the areas in which he places them.
In the adjectival passages, on the other hand, such a hypothesis is not
legitimate. These do not indicate more than that the place or personality to
which the poet applies the adjective 'Pelasgian' seemed toliim, and presumably
to his audience, to partake, in some way, of the Pelasgian character as he or
they understand it. These passages therefore cannot be used by themselves as
evidence that either the audience or the poet had any experience or
immediate reminiscence of actual Pelasgian inhabitants in the area or about
the personage to which the adjective is applied. And when we come to
consider this class of passages in detail (B. below) we shall see, I think, that
this consideration is valid, and of some importance.

§ 2.—Substantival UeXaayot, in Homer.

It will simplify discussion to take the substantival passages first. They
are as follows :—

(1)
//. 2. 840—3 : '\7nr66oo<; 8' dye cf>v\a Tlekaay&v

T5)V ot Ad.pi.aav epi/3a>\aica
Tcbv ypx 'liriroffoo? re IluXato? T' o£b?
vie Bvco Arj6oio JJeXaayov Tevra/j,iSao.

The passage stands at a critical point in the structure of the ' Trojan
Catalogue.' Starting from Troy-Town, in 1. 816, the poet has reviewed (1)
the Trojans themselves (11. 816 ff.); (2) their Dardanian neighbours to the
N.E. (819 ff.); (3) other Trojans from Zeleia (823 ff.) on the lower Aisepos,
where the lowest spurs of Ida sink into the Propontic seaboard; (4) Adrasteia

Ib It might fairly be argued that account on the view that relatively—though of course
should be taken here of the possibility that not absolutely—these minor distinctions are
the Odyssey for example may represent a later unimportant; and that even if some parts of
phase of Homeric belief or of Aegean history ' Homer' may possibly be approximately as
than the Iliad ; or that a distinction should be late as some parts of 'Hesiod,' clearness will be
observed between data supplied by the 'earlier' gained, without sacrifice of truth, by treating
or the ' later' parts of the Iliad. But, quite the Homeric Epic as a single group of data,
apart from the uncertainty which surrounds and Hesiod and the other fragments of Epic as
the whole question of such dissection of the a distinct, and on the whole well contrasted
Homeric corpus, I have thought it better to act group.
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(simply ' Adrastos' town,' like Midaeion, Kotyaion, and the like) with Paisos
(Apaisos), and Mt. Tereia, between Parion and Lampsakos (835 ff.): i.e.. the
poet has reached the E. margin of the Troad, and is returning by the sea-
coast to (5) Perkote, Praktios (river), Arisbe (on the Selleis river), Abydos, and
Sestos. With the mention of Sestos we have passed from Asia into Europe.
Then come the Pelasgians (1. 840): then (6) the Thracians, ' all those whose
frontier is the Hellespont' 845 : then (7) the Kikones (11. 846 ff.), who are
fixed by Od. 9. 39-40 in their historic habitat ' under Ismaros,' west of the
lower Hebros : then (8) the Paeonians (11. 848 ff.), who come from as far off as
the Axios river. Here the confederacy of Priam has its limit westward ;
and the poet starts again from the Troad, and strikes out, first north-eastward
through Paphlagonia and beyond; and then finally southward, through
Mysia, Phrygia, Maeonia, and Caria, to Lycia, where the confederacy ends
south-eastward. Priam's confederacy, in fact, once plotted out upon the map,
reveals itself as a coalition of the whole northern and eastern shores of the
Aegean against a ' blow at the heart' delivered by Agamemnon, as overlord
of the south and east from Kos and Rhodes to Olympus, Ithaca, and Dodona.

Now the whole of the rest of this tripartite list is in correct geographical
order so far as it goes; and the single omission of importance (that of
Bithynia, between the Troad frontier at Zeleia on the Aisepos, and the
Paphlagonians) is sufficientlv accounted for (a) by the later consensus that
the historic Bithynians (like the Mygdones of the Odryses river, inland of
Daskyleion and Myrlea) were Thracians-in-Asia, whereas for the Catalogue-
poet the limit of Priam's Thracians is the Hellespont; 2 (b) by the indication
supplied by II. 3. 184 ff. that the Phrygians themselves were but recently
arrived in what later became Bithynia, and were still cutting their way up
the Sangarios valley in the early manhood of King Priam.

The Catalogue, then, sets a block of Pelasgians between the home-
country of the Troad and the Thracians; and the mention of Sestos in the
previous section, along with Abydos and Arisbe, shows that the poet's survey
has already reached and crossed the Hellespont. The probability therefore is
that the Pelasgians of the Catalogue occupied an area between the Helles-
pont at Sestos, and the proper country of the Thracians.

At this point a geographical consideration comes to our aid. Between
the Isthmus of the Chersonese, and the headquarters of the Thracians in the
basin of the Hebrus, lies the rougher and more hilly tract from C, Sarpedon
to the Hieron Oros, which in historic times was occupied by the Caeni and
Apsinthians, but which, though overrun thus later by Thracian tribes, never
became wholly incorporated in the geographical area of ' Thrace.' It is
therefore not unreasonable to suppose that this same area corresponds with
the non-Thracian, and at the same time non-Hellespontine area, which the
poet of the Catalogue assigns to the ' Pelasgians.'

2 In post-Homeric time we shall find copious Homeric evidence as commentary on Homer ;
evidence of this Thrako-Phrygian thrust south- but only because the event under discussion is
eastward across the Hellespontine area. I itself ex JiypotTvesi post-Homeric,
have broken here my rule of not using post-
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It was inevitable that the occurrence of the place-name Larisa in this
passage should give rise to copious speculation : particularly as one of the
principal towns of Thessaly bore this name, and lay at no very great distance
either from ' Pelasgian ' Argos or from ' Pelasgian' Zeus at Dodona; and
another Larisa (L. Kremaste, not mentioned in Homer) lay later closely
adjacent to the former, in the territory assigned to Protesilaus. Prof.
Ridgeway, for example,2a pronounces without hesitation for the Thessalian
Larisa, and avoids the obvious difficulty, how people from the Thessalian
Larisa should be fighting on Priam's side, by laying stress on the form
vaie.Taaa-K.ov as meaning ' used to live there, but have ceased to live there
now.' But exactly the same grammatical form is used of the men of
Karystos and Styra (I. 539) ; and there is no more reason in the one case
than in the other, for supposing that they did not intend to go back to their
respective homes, as soon as the war was over. Further, the form vaierdauKov
does not differ appreciably in meaning from the ordinary imperfect, evatov,
which is used for example (1. 681) of the Achaean Hellenes who inhabited
Pelasgic Argos; nor in the significance of the tense from the fcaXevvro of
1. 684. Had these people then migrated long since from South Thessaly,
and ceased to be called Myrmidons ?

Moreover, even supposing that vaierdacrKov had the meaning which is
suggested, it proves nothing more as to the Thessalian Larisa than it would
prove about any other of the numerous towns of this name. The place-name
Larisa, in fact, is so common in the Aegean, that it is of no practical use as a
landmark. Moreover, so common a name probably had at first a merely
descriptive meaning. What if Adpicrav vaierdacr/cov should be found to have
meant that they ' dwelt in a Burgh ' ? If however it were legitimate to
' count heads ' in such a matter, or to neglect the lateness of our authorities
for all these place-names, the distribution of the name Larisa on the map
would distinctly favour a Hellespontine home for the Homeric Pelasgi as
against a Thessalian; for a clear majority of the known sites are strewn
down the Anatolian coast, from the Troad southwards, in exactly the same
manner as are, for example, the towns with the name Pedasa, which looks as
if it had the same termination, and occupies the analogous place in the ethno-
logical cycle of the Leleges; and, for that matter, also, as those with the place-
name Magnesia, which has likewise its counterpart on the Thessalian side.

As long as it was thought admissible to regard the Pelasgians as an
' Asiatic people/3 any one of these Asiatic towns would have served the
purpose of this passage. And if it were not for the specific mention of Sestos,
it would be tempting to regard these Pelasgians as covering the basin of the
Satnioeis which is not separately mentioned in the Catalogue, though two
heroes are described as coming from thence to the war.4 But against this

2a Early Age of Greece (Cambridge 1901) i. 4 II. 6. 34, 14. 445. This Larisa might then
p_ 172. he identified with a little town of that name on

3 On the evidence of II. 10. 429 ; on which the coast about five miles south of Alexandria
see below. Troas.
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identification the following considerations are decisive: (1) it would utterly
dislocate the geographical sequence of the tribe-groups; (2) this area is
definitely assigned in other Homeric passages to the Leleges,5 who (with their
neighbours, the Kilikes) are not mentioned in the Catalogue ; (3) the epithet
ipi/3a>\aica is hardly applicable to the mere coast-strip some four miles long
by two wide, which is all that the Troad Larisa can offer; (4) when the
Pelasgian Hippothoon is killed in //. 17. 301, it is Trfk' airo Aap[crr)s epo/3d)-
\aK05, and the Homeric usage of rfjXe is entirely against its application to
a town only fifteen miles (on a straight road) from Troy, and fully in
sight of it.6

It is probable then that the ' deep-soiled ' Larisa of the Pelasgians in the
Catalogue is yet another unidentified site which bore this wide-spread name;
and that it is to be sought, with the Pelasgians of the Catalogue themselves,
on the European side of the Hellespont; not improbably in the low fertile
ground round the head of the Black Gulf, near the site of the later
Lysimachia.

(2)
II. 10. 428-31: 7rpc? fiev akb<; Kape? KU\ Ila/We? ayKvXoTo^oi

/cal AeXe^e? /cal Kav/ca>ve<; Biol, re TleXaayoi,
7rpo? ©w/£/3p?7¥ 8' eXaj^ov Avtciot, Mi/crot
/cal <£>pv<yes S l M ' '

The passage is Dolon's statement of the order in which certain allies of
Priam had been assigned their camping-grounds on either flank—717309 a\6<i,
Trpo? ©vfifipr)?—of Troy-Town. The names are not in geographical order :

the Karians are separated from the majority of the Asiatic allies, and are
brigaded, so to speak, with Paeonians and Leleges; and the Pelasgians are
separated both from the Paeonians, and from the Thracians. The latter are
expressly stated in the sequel (1. 433) to have arrived late, and occupied
a separate camp by themselves. The passage would, indeed, have barely
deserved mention, were it not that some modern writers7 have quoted it to
prove that the Pelasgians are an Asiatic people, ignoring not only the whole
tenour of the context, but the further circumstance that whatever conclusions
are drawn from the passage as to the geographical situation of the Pelasgians
must equally apply to that of the Paeonians in the preceding line. Yet no

5 II. 10. 429 (Leleges, without locality, in site.
the camp-passage); II. 20. 92-6 (Leleges and 7 E.g. Busolt, Gr. Gesch. i.s 165. 'also
Trojans inhabit Lyrnessos and Pedasos); 11. imter historischen Stammen Kleinasiens.' To
21. 86-7 (Leleges live on the Satnioeis R., justify this, he omits the Paeonians from his l ist:
and Pedasos is their capital). compare p. 166 ' kleinasiatische P.' Compare

6 E.g. in the whole Trojan Catalogue only also Holm, Gr. Gesch. i. p. 69. ' Sie werden
the Alizones and the Lycians come TT)\66*V : in envahnt als asiatische Hulfstruppen der Tro-
II. 16. 233 Zeus of Dodona is Ti)\6di valuv, janer ' ; p. 70. ' Nach diesen Stellen (the
i.e. remote from Olympus, or from Phthia. Homeric passages) zu urtheilen sind sie ein
Strabo's phrase about the Troad Larisa, (v iSif/ei Stamm der in Epirus, Thessalien und Kleina-
TCKCUS, is wholly justified when tested on the sien sass.'
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one, so far as I am aware, has ventured to contend that the Paeonians are an
Asiatic people.8

(3)
Od. 19. 175-7 (describing the peoples of Crete): iv fiev 'K^aioi,

iv 8' 'KreoKprjTe^ neyaXrjTope's, iv Se
Acopiees T6 T/M^ai'/ee?, Sioi re HeXaayoi.

Note here, first, that, as the context shows, the object of the poet is to
' add verisimilitude ' to one of Odysseus' many inventions. Any information
which it gives, therefore, may be assumed to have been correct information
for the poet's original audience, as well as for the presumed audience of
Odysseus. The passage therefore describes the populations of Crete as they
appeared at the date of the composition of the poem ; and it is consequently
of the first value as evidence in the present enquiry.

At first sight it is not obvious how a tribe, whom elsewhere Homeric
poets only know as a European people bordering on the Hellespont, should
also have had an abode in Crete. But the context in which the Pelasgians
are introduced seems to supply a clue. Of the other peoples enumerated,
two, the Eteokretes and the Kydones, may probably be assumed to be indi-
genous (in a general sense); the former in the east of the island, where
tradition and archaeology alike attest the survival in historic times of a
distinct type of language and culture; the latter in the west, viral TroBa
veiarov—so to speak—of the mountains of Sphakia. The Achaeans, on the
other hand, may fairly be regarded as a southerly section of the Achaeans of
the Greek mainland; and these we may accept, on Homeric authority, as
comparatively recent immigrants.9

There remain the Dorians and the Pelasgians: both — like the
Peloponnesian Achaeans of Herodotus viii. 73—in an intermediate position,
neither exclusively Cretan, like the Kydones and Eteokretes, nor quite
recent eV?/A,i>Se? like the Achaeans of Idomeneus. Anything therefore which
we may infer from this passage as to the Cretan Pelasgians must either be
applicable, provisionally at all events,9a to the Cretan Dorians, or there must
be countervailing evidence, of Homeric date, to enable us to differentiate the
two cases. But the latter alternative is out of the question, for Dorians are^
not elsewhere mentioned at all in Homeric literature. We are therefore

8 Relying on II. 2. 848-9, 16. 287-8, I make —Zeus.
a present to the adversary of Hdt. 5. 23. 98, 9a If it were possible to demonstrate that any
where the force majeure of Darius makes them real ethnic or political convulsion occurred in
' Asiatic' for a season, as strategical needs do the Aegean after the composition of Iliad ii
here ! but before the composition of Odyssey xix, this

9 For the pedigree of Idomeneus see the lines argument would of course be invalidated. This
which immediately follow Od. 19. 178-81, and however is one of those prospective refinements
II. 13. 449-453 : it ' goes up to a god,' as in the treatment of these data which, as I have
Hecataeus would say, in the third generation : explained already, I have felt at liberty to
Idomeneus—Deucalion (the Argonaut)—Minos neglect, in the interest of the main argument.
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confined by our present purpose to such inferences only as would hold good
equally of Dorians.10

Now the obvious inference, as to the Pelasgians, is that the Cretan
Pelasgians were so called by the poet because they were known by him to be
a branch of the Hellespontine Pelasgians : they are distinguished from the
old population of the island, and linked with a people whom we have strong
reason for believing to be of more northerly origin; and geographical
considerations once more confirm the impression that the Pelasgians also
hail from the north. The north wind prevails in the Aegean area for by far
the greater part of the year: Homeric sailors at all events were well
acquainted with its behaviour; and Crete, lying as it does like a breakwater
across the mouth of the Aegean, was probably already then the same dreaded
' lee-shore' that it has been ever since, for every boat which goes adrift
south of the Dardanelles.11 Even on the modern map of Crete, place-names
like ToiroXta, Tiov\ydpov<;, 2«Xa/3tSo%w/9i, %K\a^o7rov\a—perhaps also
'Paxraoxcopi and 'Pcbaaa-cnriTia,—are sufficient evidence of what happens ;
and the post-Homeric stories of Phrygian settlements, no less than the
occurrence of Phrygian cults, and of North-Aegean place-names like Adpia-a,
"IBa, and the Macedonian UvSva( 'lepdirvTva)12 and Aiov (At'a) go far to
confirm the inference already drawn from the geography.

The mention of Macedonian place-names recalls us to the question
whether the argument is equally applicable, as it should be, to the Cretan
Dorians of the Odyssey. The non-mention of Dorians on the Homeric
mainland makes it impossible to complete the parallel directly; but there is
another case of silence in the poems, so significant that it can hardly be due
to chance; while, if it is not due to chance, it comes very near supplying the
missing link in our reasoning. Of all the coast-line of the Aegean, from
Malea to the coast of Lycia, only one section is unaccounted for in the
Catalogues of Iliad 2. Priam's confederacy ranges, as we have seen, from
Lycia to the Hellespont, and from the Hellespont to the river Axios:
Agamemnon's allies extend from Rhodes and Kos to Peloponnese and the
Western Islands, and thence to Oloosson (Elassona) on the northern frontier
of Thessaly. But of the coast of Macedon itself, from the foot of Olympus to
the mouth of the Axios, there is not a word from the beginning to the end of

10 This point of view was in vogue already in reverse view (Early Age of Greece, p. 86).
late antiquity. Andron for example (fr. 3, ' As it is an island far removed from the rest of
quoted by Strabo 475) would seem to derive all Greece, it was much less likely to have its
three alike from Thessaly : impelled, no doubt, population mixed by constant advances of other
by the later belief that there were Pelasgians as tribes, such as took place in the history of
well as Achaeans and Dorians in Thessaly. northern Greece and northern Italy.' What I
rotis ixiv obv 'ETe6icpr)Tas «al roiis Kiduvas avri- say in the text rests only on my own experience
XBovas ivaptai eltc6s, TOVS Se Xouroits fV^AuSas, of Crete, on that of the people I have met
ots IK @e<r<ra\las <pri<j\v c\8eiv "\vZptev Trjs there, and on the history of Aegean navigation
AwplSos /xev wpdrepov vvv Se 'Etrrmiwr/Sos \eyo- since Homeric times.

fiivris. But Andron's guess is neither Homer 12 Aapuralov vetitov at Hierapytna. Str. 440:
nor Homeric. Ac£p»ra = Gortyna. St. Byz. s.v. Voprvv.

11 Professor Ridgeway has taken exactly the

H.S.—VOL. XXVII. N
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the epic. Now if the unanimous Hellenic tradition13 is correct, that the
Dorians of historic times made their immediate entry into Greece in post-
Homeric times, and from the north ; and if, as Herodotus states, in the stage
which immediately preceded that entry they were ' described as a Macedonian
folk,' it would be exactly this strip of coast which would fall first into the
hands of the new-comers, and give them access to the sea. It would be this
strip also, consequently, which would first fall out of the ken of Aegean
political life in the event of invasion from the north. Macedon in fact
was already in the Homeric Age the thin end of the black wedge of
barbarism, which two generations later was to be driven into the heart of the
Aegean.

In the light of this consideration, the occurrence of a Dorian vanguard
in Homeric Crete becomes not only natural but almost inevitable: as inevitable
in fact, under the geographical conditions, then and now, as the occurrence there
of a vanguard of Pelasgians; supposing only that the Pelasgians, as the
previous passages have sufficiently suggested, were a people of the north-east
angle of the Aegean, exposed to closely analogous pressure seawards from the
Thraco-Phrygian movement across their Hinterland.u

§ 3 — The Adjective UeXao-yiKos in Homer.

It illustrates well the peculiar methods of criticism which have been
tolerated hitherto, that the two Homeric passages on which the greatest
stress has been laid by commentators on this topic are those in which the
Pelasgians themselves are not expressly named, or stated to exist in the areas
in question ; but where the mere adjective Ue\acr<yiic6<; is used to express
some attribute which in the poet's mind recalled analogous attributes in the
Pelasgians who were known to himself; and where, moreover, it is possible
without going outside the text of the Iliad itself to set up a fair probability
that there were not any Pelasgian inhabitants at the period described in the
poems. The two passages are as follows :—

(4)

II. 2. 681—4 : Nf'i> av TOV<; oacroi rb UeXacryoicbii "ApYO? evaiov,

o'C T' "KXQV o'l T 'AX6TT7)V o'i re 'Tprj^lv' evefiovro,

o'l T el%ov <&0[,r)v rjh" 'EXAaSa KaWiyvvaiiea,

Se KaXevvTO Kal"E\\r)ve<; Kal '

It will be admitted, I think, that it is a little unfortunate for the supporters

13 Here, as above, p. 173, I am using post- Attica, and in Naxos, which belong, apparently,
Homeric evidence solely to establish a post- to the same immediately post-Homeric period as
Homeric event. those Thracian incursions into Hellespontine

14 If further analogies be desired, they are Asia, which resulted in the establishment of a
supplied by the copious Hellenic tradition of Bithynia. But the extant evidence for all this
the Thracian settlements in Euboea, in is comparatively late.
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of current ' Pelasgic Theories,' that on the one occasion in the Homeric poems
where the epithet ' Pelasgic' is applied to any locality at all, the poet should
have so rapidly corrected any false impressions which this might convey, by
adding that the people who actually lived there were not called ' Pelasgians '
or anything of the kind, but were in fact specifically ' Achaeans,' and indeed
uniquely 'Hellenes.' Note, moreover, that the UeXaa-yiKov 'Apyos of Homer
is a quite different region of Thessaly from that which contains Adpocra.

The difficulty is usually evaded15 by explaining that though YleXaayiKov
'Apyos was held by Hellenes in the time of the poet, or in the time of the
Trojan War, it had once upon a time been inhabited by Pelasgians, and that
possibly descendants of these Pelasgians may have survived as subjects of
Achaean and Hellenic conquerors. All this however is commentator's
inference, not the statement of the Homeric poet; and it will hardly be
contended that a passage like this stands in the same plane of authority
with that in the ' Trojan Catalogue ' (II. 2. 843). What it was about the
Thessalian Argos which struck the poet or hi-3 audience as ' Pelasgic,' it is
probably too late to determine ; but it may be conjectured that the phrase
may have been suggested by some such remains of early or at all events pre-
Achaean fortifications as are so prominent later in Attic legends. No such
connotation however would be possible at all until the Pelasgic name had
ceased to be merely denotative, and had come to be used in just such a general
sense of ' prehistoric ' as would naturally prompt the observation, which follows,
that though the town111 was of immemorial age, its inhabitants now were
Achaeans, Hellenes, and Myrmidons, and of quite recent institution there.
And this is all that, for the moment, we are concerned to show. 'Pelasgian'
in fact had already two senses in Homeric Greek: it meant, as a substantive,
certain actual allies of Priam, and their congeners in Crete: as an adjective
it meant ' prehistoric '—' that which once was, but most emphatically is not
now.' Of course the occurrence of aconnotative adjective of this kind is as far
from disproving, as it is from proving, that the facts were as the poet seems to
have believed : ' prehistoric' is not by any means the same as ' unhistoric.'
All that I contend for is that if a Pelasgian population of this Argos is ever
assumed to have existed., it shall be on some more convincing data than can
be derived from this passage.

The other adjectival passage is the phrase in the prayer of Achilles :—

15 E.g. Busolt, Gr. Ge&eh. i.2 165 ' Das or the district, is a matter of indifference to the
Epitheton Pelasgikou setzt jedenfalls voraus, argument. Analogy suggests that in the Cata-
dass in Thessalien Pelasger wohnten oder logue, as it stands, a specific town is intended,
gewohnt hatteii: ' cf. ] 67 ' so mussten wohl die In any case we must note that rb neXcurytKbv
Pelasger die vor-achiiischen und vor-hellenischen "Apyos in Homer means a quite different part of
autochthonen Bewohner des Landes gewesen Thessaly from the ri6\oiJ7iaiT/j of Hellanicus
sein.' See also S. Bruck, QaaeveteresdePelasgis and later writers; and that the area of this
tradiderint (Bre»lau 1884), p. 5. neXaaytarls is quite differently accounted for

16 Whether T{> neKcuryncbv "Apyos means the in the Hom'eric Catalogue; as also is the
town (ranging with Halos, Alope, and the rest) country round the Thessalian Larisa.

K 2
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(5)
II. 16. 233-5 : Zed, ava, A<o8a>vaier HeXao-yi/ci, rr/Xodi vaiwv,

AcoBayvr)1, /xeSea>v Sucr^et/xepou • afxcfal Se ZeWol

q-ol valova v-rro$>r)Tcu, avnrTOTroSe<;, ^afiaievvat.

Here we should note, first, that it is not quite clear why Achilles—most
Hellenic of all the Achaeans, according to //. 2. 081 ff. above—should pray in
his deepest need to a Zeus ' of the Pelasgians,'17 if by this he meant actual
contemporary non-Hellenic inhabitants of Dodona. To assume that Zeus of
Dodona is a local ' Pelasgian' deity annexed by Achaean conquerors is to beg
the question. Moreover, the more local a deity is, in all ages, the more
restricted is his sphere of influence : for an Achaean at Troy the unqualified
Zeus of the rest of the Iliad, anthropomorphic and •jro\.VTr\dvr]ro<; Kapra as
the Achaeans themselves, was surer defence than a Gau-gott in Epirus.

Next, the poet of the Catalogue at all events was aware that the actual
inhabitants of Dodona were no more Pelasgians than were those of ' Pelasgic
Argos :' for II. 2. 749 expressly describes them as 'Evolve? (Aenianes) and
Perrhaebians, both of them well-established and wide-spread .Thessalian
peoples who persisted into Hellenic times in this region,17a and are in no
sense identifiable with Pelasgians.18 Here therefore, as in South Thessaly,
we have only the name, not the people themselves, in Homeric times; but
here, fortunately, we have something of a clue, which was wanting wholly in
Thessaly, as to why the Pelasgian name was appropriate to the cult of Zeus
of Dodona.

If there were two points of behaviour on which an Achaean, whether
chieftain, or poet, or audience, was scrupulously careful in daily life, it was in
the use of the bath, and in the choice and arrangement of his bedding. If
there were any two points therefore in which the dancing-dervishes of Dodona
would seem remarkable and repulsive in the eyes of an Achaean, it would be
that they were avnrTOTroSe?, ^a/xaievvat; and the only possible excuse for
such behaviour in the ministers of a god to whom an Achaean chief could
pray thus as to his own god, would be that this was actually part of the
immemorial observance, and came down from ' prehistoric,' that is to say (as
in Thessaly) from 'Pelasgian' times.

I admit that at one time I was puzzled by the intrusion, at such a
moment, of details so grotesque and so pedantic; especially as there was no
evidence either of interpolation in the prayer itself, or of ' late' tastelessness
in the context; and consequently no doubt that we have here as genuine
and fervent a prayer as the poet could frame for his hero. But we have only

17 Busolt, i.2 165, conjectures that Zeus of 17a E.g. Busolt, i.2 165.
Dodona ' auch der einheimische Gott der 18 Except of course in so far as Pelasgian can
Pelasgischen Thessalienswar.' This presupposes be forced to mean the 'Mediterranean Race' of
the existence of a Thessalian Dodona such as modern Italian ethnologists ; aud even here I
was invented by Unger {Philol. Suppl. Bd. ii. have my doubts whether the populations of
1863, pp. 377 ff.) on the basis of anoteof Suidas. Pindus would be accepted by ethnologists as iu
Cf. Niese, Horn. Schiffskatalog. p. 43. any true sense ' Mediterranean.'
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to glance at our own Book of Common Prayer to see that the practice
of piling up descriptive phrases in invocation is not confined to Homeric
liturgy; and it does not need great experience of popular extempore prayer,
to confirm the observation that the descriptive invocations which mean most
to the suppliant are often quite ludicrous to the bystander. What the
function of such descriptive invocations may be is not yet clear. Most
probably they are of the nature of a pass-word, intimating to the deity, by
allusion to some intimate quality or mystic rite, that the suppliant is
himself initiate and fit to be heard. But doubtless they serve also to express
and to enhance the suppliant's mental presentment of the recipient of his
prayer ; and also, no doubt, like picturesque abuse, to attract the attention of
a god who, for the moment, peradventure sleepeth.

In this sense then, that he was a god with an ancient and unusual ritual,
Zeus of Dodona may conceivably have been ' Pelasgic;' and certainly not
demonstrably in any other. It is exactly as if a man nowadays should
describe Stonehenge as ' Druidical.' No word is said in the text as to
worship paid by Pelasgians either recent or extinct; and no Pelasgians can
be shown, on Homeric evidence at all events, to have existed in Homeric
times nearer than Crete and the Hellespont.

On the other hand, each of these two adjectival passages, taken literally
and in connexion with Homeric passages solely, does seem to suggest that
adjectivally ' Pelasgian ' meant already not merely ' prehistoric,' but either
positively 'pre-Achaean,' or negatively merely 'non-Achaean': that in fact
the correlative—as well as connotative—usage, which predominated in
Hellenic times, was already familiar in the Homeric Age.

§ 4.— The Origin of the Connotative, Usage of ' Pelasgian' in Homer.

, How did this antithesis between 'Pelasgian' and 'Achaean' arise?
Again a probable answer seems to suggest itself, when once we refrain from
contaminating Homeric texts with the later Hellenic commentary. Among
all their references to earlier times the Homeric poets know no such
universal ' gathering of the clans' as that which rallied to the aid of
Menelaos. The Trojan Expedition then, as Thucydides was aware, was
probably the first exploit—not excepting even the original Achaean Invasion,
which may well have been gradual—which was in the strict sense Panhellenic,
and so the first occasion on which a common designation was required
for the members of the great confederacy, Hence two phenomena: firstly,
a struggle for survival among several generic names, 'Apyeloi, Aavaoi, 'A^aioi,
with a marked predominance of the last named; secondly, the beginnings
—under the literary stress of the compilation of the catalogue—of a
new use of an originally merely tribal name "EWrjves, not merely as
synonymous both with the specific Mvp/u,o86ve<s and with the generic 'A%aioi
but also as a characterization-word to express connotatively that dawning
' Hellenism' which was coming to be the common bond between chief and
people, as well as between chief and chief. This latter connotative sense,
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moreover, comes out more clearly still in the obviously ' coined' word
HaveWrjves in the description of Aias a few lines further on.18a For Aias was
not in the strict sense a ' Hellene' (i.e. a Myrmidon-Achaean) at all.

The Homeric Achaeans, then, were brought to the very brink of
' Hellenism' by the crisis of the Trojan War; and in the compilation of the
Catalogue the momentous name came to light. What determined, then, the
choice of a correlative ? In all probability, the same great crisis, and its
sequel.

Thucydides explains the absence of the word /3ap/3a/3ou? in Homeric
Greek, Sia TO fi-qh' "EWjjva? irco. But the converse also is valid : as soon as
the Hellenic peoples began to feel the need of a common denomination for
themselves, the need arose also for a common word for 'non-Hellenic' The
Homeric poets had however no single generic word for the confederates of
Priam, and the circumstance, that the war was mainly a siege of Troy, made
the name Tp&Je?, and its quasi-synonyms AdpSavoi,, Tev/cpoi more nearly ade-
quate than might otherwise have been the case.

Pass on however to the period which immediately followed the war.
Troy-town had fallen; the hegemony of Priam was at an end; extensive
settlements of Achaean 'Hellenes,' as the place-names 19 and the archaeological
evidence show, occurred on the Troad coast; and the need for a generic name
for the neighbouring tribes recurred with renewed force. Landwards in Asia
Minor, indeed, the old names ' Mysian' or ' Phrygian' seem to have remained
in use for the nearest large groups of folk, who were moreover closely akin
to the old Trojans. The Troad itself, with its population always mongrel,
and its varying degrees of Hellenization, easily acquired the descriptive title
of Ai'oXi?—'patchwork-land.' It was only seawards, therefore, beyond the
Hellespont, that any real difficulty would arise. Now exactly in this
direction the contrast between Greek settler and barbarous native was being
enhanced, during this very period, by that Thracian thrust which we have
already seen to correspond dynamically with the Dorian thrust in the North-
West Aegean; and with so marked a geographical feature as the Hellespont
between Hellenic Asia and non-Hellenic Europe, it would be only natural to
expect that the correlative to ' Hellene'—for this corner of the Hellenic world
at all events—would be the name of the dominant or characteristic native
tribe. Now we have already seen that in the Catalogue the dominant folk
in this area between Hebrus and Hellespont are not the Thracians strictly
so-called but the Pelasgi; and it was probably in some such circumstances
as these that the antithesis of "EWrjv and HeXac-jos first took rise.20 From

18a Iliad 2. 530. ture that the antithesis arose in Thcssaly, and
19 The case of Achilleion and Sigeion are was transferred during the Aeolic migration to

typical. The Athenians, in the time of Peri- Aeolis may reasonably be asked first to catch
ander, could claim ovSev fiSMov AioAeCrn nerebv their Thessalian Pelasgians, and then to point
rijs 'lAiddos x ^ P 1 s ^ °" K a ' a<t>i<ri KOI TOUTI to the circumstances (if any) other than the
&K\ot<rt, oo-oi 'EWrit- a>v erweirpirJIai'To existence of our trans-Hellespontine Pelasgians,
MeWAep ras 'EAEVIJF apirayas. Hdt. v. 94. which made the transference itself appropriate

20 Al l who l i k e B n s o l t Cf.G. i . 2 157 conjee-
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meaning ' pre-Achaean' in the mother country the name of the Pelasgi
comes now to mean 'pre-Hellenic ' in this colonial region; but acquires ako
now the further connotation of 'barbarous' which we can trace indeed to
the case of Zeus of Dodona, but which does not otherwise meet us till we
come to Hellenic writers.

We have thus, within Homeric time, a situation in which almost
inevitably the names "JLWTJV and HeXacryos came, in merely descriptive
fashion, to stand for ' civilized ' and ' uncivilized ' respectively: so that it was
possible for a Homeric poet to describe either rude nun-Achaean fortifications,
or uncouth ritual survivals, as ' Pelasgian,' without intending to convey any
suggestion as to the ethnological status of their originators.

That this interpretation of the evidence is correct is suggested also by
comparison with what happened elsewhere. In the South-East Aegean we
hear little of HeXacryol,; and in proportion as they recede from view, two
other names Kape? and AeXeyef become prominent as generic names for non-
Hellenes. Here, fortunately, in the case of the Carians, the Homeric
evidence is sufficient to show that in Homeric times these folks were already

. dominant in Caria, and in possession of coast towns; that their speech was
unintelligible to Achaeans; and that they were philo-Trojan. To this, the
subsequent evidence adds only this: first that the domination of actual
Carians over Caria persisted until the fourth century and later; but,
secondly, that in the interval between Homer and Herodotus, there sprang up
in the South Aegean a great ' Carian Theory'—in all respects analogous to
the ' Pelasgian Theory' of the North Aegean—in which many ' Carian '-
looking survivals and antiquities, in Crete, in the islands, and even so far
afield as Attica and the Megarid, were construed in the light of the piratical
performances of the real Carians of the vii-vi centuries as evidence of a
wide-spread 'Carian' barbarism in pre-Hellenic times: until", by a strange
inversion of history, it is to a direct ancestor of the Achaean Idomeneus
that the first ' pan-Hellenic' crusade was attributed by the writers of the
fifth century.21

An examination of the ancient references to the Leleges leads to a
similar result. An actual people, in Homer, on the Asiatic coast land, they
fade, in Hellenic times, first into the fabled builders of archaic rd<f>oi, and
7roX(f<7yaaTa, then into an ethnologists' label for pre-historic traits in Messenia
and other parts of European Greece.21a

§ 5.—Lemnos, Imbros, and the Hellespontine Area in Homer.

Before leaving the Homeric data, mention should be made of two groups
of passages, which, though in a sense negative evidence, are of some import-
ance when compared with the statements of fifth century writers.

One group concerns the population of Lemnos and Imbros in the
Homeric Age. Both islands are mentioned as geographical stepping-stones

21 Hdt. i. 171. Time. i. 4. 21a Strabo 611. Cf. Paton and Myres, J.H.S. xvi, 267-70.
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between Europe and Asia,22 and are quite well known to the poet; but so
far from being occupied by Pelasgians from the adjacent mainland, or by any
allies of Priam at all, they are apparently on the Achaean side. Lemnos in
particular is still the ' city of Thoas,'23 and ruled by Euneus, son of Jason
and Hypsipyle,24 who had apparently allowed the Achaeans to put in to
Lemnos on their way to Troy,25 and traded on provisions at their camp.28

He also seems to have been of use to them by providing a market for their
prisoners of war, for he bought Lycaon son of Priam from Patroclus with a
Sidonian cup which had belonged to Thoas.27 Eetion of Imbros carried on
a similar slave trade with Euneus, and in due course bought Lycaon;28 but,
being a gelvos of the House of Priam, let his purchase escape and go home:
or perhaps this indirect ransom of a princely prisoner was a ' put-up affair'
throughout. In any case there is no trace of a Pelasgian in either island;
and not only is the Minyan occupation still effective, but a native population
is described, which is twice expressly described as StWte?.29 In both passages
they are mentioned in connexion with Hephaestus ; but they are not stated
to stand in any special relation to him,30 and they cannot be merely mythical,
for they are dypiocfxovoi,31 and this implies personal experience of them on
the part not merely of the Achaeans but of the poet or his audience. The
itivTce? do not appear at all in historic times in Lemnos; but we shall
see that a tribe of similar name existed on the neighbouring mainland to the
north in the latter part of the fifth century (p. 205).

The other group of passages concerns the Hellespont, and implies at
the same time a frontier and a tendency to migrate beyond it; and we shall
be dealing so much with theories of migration in the sequel, that a Homeric
hint of migration in the Hellespontine area must not be overlooked. The
definition of the Thracians in the catalogue as

ocraow; 'EXX^CTTTWTO? aydppoos evTOs ee/a-yet,32

clearly suggests that, though the Thracians of Europe were under the over-
lordship of Priam, there existed other Thracians whom the Hellespont had
had not succeeded in confining, and who led a more or less nomadic life on
its further or Asiatic bank, like the Galatae of eventual Galatia. That a
Thracian invasion of North-western Asia had already begun in Homeric
times is probable, if only for this reason, that it is almost impossible to say
where (in the generic sense) Thracian ended and Phrygian began; and it
was only in Priam's youth, we must remember, that the Phrygians themselves
had pushed up the valley of the Sangarius and fought their great battle

22 Lemnos, II. 14. 230, 281 ; Imbros, 14. 29 II. 1. 554, Od. 8. 294.
281. :)0 In the Iliad they merely pick him up

23 II. 14. 230. when he was thrown out of Heaven : in the
24 II. 7. 467 : 2 1 . 40-42 . Odyssey too (in t h e m o u t h of his flighty lady)
-5 II. 8. 230 _ t h e y are ' those horrid peop le ' whom he will
26 II. 7. 467. find when he goes to Lemnos.
27 II. 23. 745-7. S1 Od. 8. 294.
23 II. 21. 42-4. 32 II. 2. 845.
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with the Amazon-folk.33 Now if, and when, any such pressure on the European
shores of the Hellespont was in progress, the immediate and inevitable result
would be to squeeze'Out the Pelasgians of the Catalogue from Europe into
Asia34: and exactly this result we shall meet before long.

§ 6.—Hesiod and the Later Epic.

For the long period which intervenes between Homer and Herodotus
our sources are unfortunately very few and very fragmentary. They are
sufficient, however, to show that the double usage of the Pelasgian name,
which we have observed already in Homer, was provoking commentary and
speculation; and they give some idea of the directions in which theorists
were working. The period divides rather sharply into two phases; an earlier,
in which our authorities are few and mainly epic, and where the allusions
are incidental and explanatory; and a later, in which we are confronted
with a critical and constructive movement, of rapidly increasing originality,
and of a growing complexity and multiplicity both of local traditions and
of schools of enquiry. It will be convenient still, as in the case of Homer, to
keep separate so far as possible the denotative substantival, and the connotative
adjectival passages.

A.—Actual Pelasgians.—Hesiod (Strabo 327 = fr. 225 Kinkel) is quoted
as saying of somebody,

AaBdpr/v <f>rj<y6v re, He\aayci>v ehpavov, rjev

which suggests that he interpreted the Homeric phrase Zev, ava, AtoSwvale,
UeXaayiKe as if it referred to an actual settlement of Pelasgians at Dodona.34a

Now as Homer populates Dodona not with Pelasgians but with Perrhaebi
and Enienes, Hesiod's phrase must imply either dependence on Homeric
tradition for a description of Dodona as it might have been in pre-Achaean
time—in which case the passage becomes evidence not of ethnology but of
current theory—; or, if it is really descriptive of Dodona as it was in Hesiod's
time (not much before 700 B.C.), it gives us this important addition to our
knowledge, that, as we shall see in the case of Lemnos, the arrival of Hesiod's
Pelasgians at Dodona must be assigned to post-Homeric time. In either case
Hesiod's phrase is no proof that the Pelasgians were autochthonous at
Dodona or even existed there in Homer's time.35

:i:> II. 3. 181-189 35 In later times it certainly was not always
34 For a very remarkable echo in a late interpreted so. Ephorus for example, who as

writer of this Homeric conception of a 'Thrako- we shall see was mainly responsible for the re-
Phrygian thrust ' see the passage of Apollonius habilitation of Hesiodic views about the Pelas-
of Rhodes in the Appendix p. 222 below. gians, certainly regarded Dodona as one of the

34a Here he is more than followed by Holm, settlements of his Pelasgiau emigrants from
Gr. Gesck. i. 69. 'Hesiod hat dann iiusdriick- Arcadia. (Ephoros ap. Strabo 337 t im 5', 3s
lich gesagt, dass Dodona der Sitz der Pelasger <py)viv "E<popos, HtXaoywv 'ISpvfia (T) AuSiivri)- 01
war.' Surely the most that maybe argued is 5e TltKaayol rusv Ttcpl r^v 'EXXoSa Svva-
th?t Dodona was a settlement of Pelasgians. a T tv 6vr av apxa'oTaroi Kiyovrai.)
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B. Theoretical Pelasgians.—Asius, who flourished about 700 B.C., is quoted
by Pausanias (8. 1. 4) as follows :—

avTiveov oe TleXacrybv iv vtyi/cofioicrii' opecrai
Yala fiehaiv' aveSco/cev, Xva Ovq-rmv yevo% elr).

Here for the first time a man ' Pelasgus' appears as an individual
eponymos; and also not merely as 'prehistoric,' but as 'primitive,'—the first of
mankind. Pausanias has just stated that ' the Arcadians say that Pelasgus
was the first man who lived in this land;' but an Arcadian origin is
not claimed for Pelasgus in the passage of Asius, and there is no more reason
for holding that Asius believed Pelasgus to have been an Arcadian than
for holding that he made him a Dodonaean or a Thessalian.

Hesiod, similarly, knew of an individual Pelasgus, who was ' auto-
chthonous' ('Ho^oSo? he TOV HeXaayov avTo^dovd (farjGiv elfat).38 In this he
agreed with Asius; but he went further when he wrote vlels igeyevovro
AvKaovos avTideoio, ov irore TC/CT€ HeXacryoss7: for Lycaon is the great
culture hero of Western Arcadia, and the progenitor of a family which
came eventually to include some fifty eponymi of various places and
peoples in Greece.

The contrast presented by these passages from the later epic with the
Homeric evidence is apparent at once. In place either of real people
familiarly known, or vague allusions to a mysterious past we have a clear-
cut theory which represented Pelasgus as the Primeval Man, and consequently
his descendants, the Pelasgians, as representatives of an aboriginal race and
a primitive phase of culture ; and we have also a further stage of theory
in the localization of Pelasgus (and consequently of Pelasgians) in Arcadia,
which is quite foreign to Homer, and marks the first step in a new path
of speculation which we have next to follow out among the writers of the
late sixth century and of the fifth.

| 7.— The Logographers of the Sixth and Early Fifth Century.

Two distinct movements may be recognized among the Logographers.
On the one hand the method of personification employed by Hesiod and
Asius is applied to other parts of Greece, in which traces of Pelasgians
were admitted. Hecataeus for example38 makes Pelasgus a king in
Thessaly: for Thessaly, he says, Avas called Pelasgia airo YleXaayov TOV
/3acrtXeo?. On the other hand, more than one writer, accepting the Hesiodic
theory that Pelasgus was the First Man, were at pains to harmonize this
theory with the claims of other peoples in Greece to be regarded as aboriginal.

Acusilaus, for instance, writing at about the same time as Hecataeus,
seems to have interpolated a personal Pelasgus into the primeval genealogy
of Argos. In this genealogy, Niobe, daughter of Phoroneus, becomes the ,

s« Apoll. ii. 1. 1, 7 = Hesiod fr. 68 Kinkel. ™ Schol. Apoll. Rhod. 4. 266.
37 Str. 221 =fr. Kinkel.
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earliest mortal consort of Zeus and gives birth to Argos. Acusilaus, himself
an Argive, annotates this pedigree like that of the proverbial Welshman
—'about this time Adam was born'—and inserts Pelasgus as a cadet
brother of Argos. The rest of the genealogy is the expanded version
already mentioned of the Hesiodic theory: Pelasgus becomes the father
of Lycaon, o? ffatriXevcras ' ApK&hwv ire TTOXXWV yvvacKwv TrevrrjKovra

TraiSas iyevvijcre, including the eponynii of many Arcadian towns, and even
of remoter Greek and non-Greek peoples: Thesprotus, Peucetius, Caucon,
Macedonus, Phthius, Lycius, and the like. The list ends with NVKTIVOS

or ~Nv/cTi[j,os, a ' twilight' personage associated with a Ddmmc?-ung in the
shape of Deucalion's Flood. Meanwhile Lycaon has also a daughter Callisto,
who becomes by Zeus the mother of Areas. Areas, in due course, survives
the Deluge, and becomes the founder of historic Arcadia. How much
of all this was the real sequel to Hesiod's phrase vlels i^eyevovTo AVKCIOVQS

avriOeoto, or how much is later superstructure, is an open question.39

All that is of importance here is the fact, recorded by Apollodorus,40 that it
was Acusilaus who engrafted Pelasgus into the Argive pedigree,—•' Phoroneus,
—Niobe—Argos,' —and that this interpolation took place in defiance of the
authority of Hesiod, who had made Eelasgus an avroyBusv.

That the expanded genealogy of Lycaon was a systematic attempt to
ascribe 'Pelasgian' ancestry to certain sets of Greeks, especially in the
North-West, is clear from the version ascribed to Pherecydes by Dionysius
of H a l i c a r n a s s u s . 4 1 THeXaayov /cat A.7)iavelpr]<; yiverai AVKO-WV . . . . OVTO?

yafiel KvXXrjvrjv vqtBa vvfKprjv, a<f> ^9 TO opos rj KvXXr'jvrj KaKelrai,—this

domiciles Lycaon, as before, in Arcadia—e-n-eira TOVS e'/e TOVTCOV yevvrjdevTa<;

Sieljicov, fcal TIVCK; TOTTOV; e/caaroi TOVTCOV w/crjerav, QlvooTpov Kal Tlev/ceTiov

fu/j,vrjo-/ceTai Xeyw coSe :—KTX. Here we have a clear formulation of the
theory of a diaspora of Pelasgian peoples from Arcadia north-westward,
to which system and currency were given later on by Ephorus. And we can
hardly doubt that the goal of this north-westward movement was the
TleXacrycov ehpavov at Dodona, which we have seen reason to believe that
Hesiod had invented out of the Homeric epithet of Dodonaean Zeus.

Hellanicus, a generation later, writing iv 'ApyoXucais like the Argive
Acusilaus, makes another and quite different attempt to associate the
lineage of Pelasgus with a genealogy which is essentially Argive. This

39 This genealogy comes to us as the work of latest ot them. But Ephorus certainly used a
Acusilaus in Apollodorus ii. 1. 1, of. iii. 8. i., great mass of genealogical material of earlier
confirmed by Dionysius of Halicarrnissus i. 17. than fourth century date : genealogical study of
3 and Tzetzes, Lye. 481. this elaborate kind is characteristic of the later

40 iii. 8. 1. sixth and early fifth century; and in the
41 Fragt. 85 = Dionys. Hal. i. 13. I t is a particular case of Lycaon we have evidence that

misfortune that it is not possible to disentangle a metrical genealogy existed which was attri-
with certainty the contributions of the three buted to Hesiod. So, rather than press my
writers named Pherecydes. Everything that is own view of the matter to an extreme, I have
attributed to them on this topic is so saturated chosen to discuss the statements of Pherecydes
with the ideas of Ephorus (see §§14-16 below) as if they belonged to the Aoyoypiipos of that,
that my own inclination is to assign all to the name. See also p. 220 below.
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theory comes to us in the following form.42 Triopas, who stands in the same
eponymous relation to the Dorian hexapolis on the Carian coast, as the
hero Argos does to its Argive metropolis, had three sons, Iasus, Pelasgus, and
Agenor. On the death of Triopas, these ' divided his kingdom.' Pelasgus
took the eastern half, TO, 7rpo? 'Epacrlvov irora^iov, and founded Larisa (the
acropolis of Argos City), calling it after the name of his own daughter
(fr. 29). Iasus took the western half, TO, 777509 'H\tj/. On the death of
Pelasgus and Iasus, Agenor brought cavalry and conquered the whole
country. This is all to explain three Homeric epithets of Argos: "laaov,
I-TTTTO^OTOV, JJeXacryiicov; and the theory is ascribed to Hellanicus by name.
It presupposes that the name "Apyos was applicable to the whole of the
kingdom of Triopas, which included all Peloponnese; and so gives us
fifth-century authority for the belief underlying the statement of Apollodorus43

that the hero Argos on succeeding Phoroneus as king called all Peloponnese
after his own name. Whether Apollodorus' farther contribution, when he
puts the hero Argos in place of Triopas, is of earlier date, or is a subsequent
attempt to square the genealogy given by Hellanicus with that given by
Acusilaus, is another question; and the same observation applies to another
variant given by Eustathius,44 which puts Phoroneus in place of Triopas:
an even nearer approximation to the theory of Acusilaus.

An obvious motive for these various attempts to interpolate Pelasgus in
genealogies relating to the Peloponnesian Argos has doubtless suggested
itself to the reader by this time. There can in fact be little doubt that
Hellanicus, or Acusilaus, or both, were the victims, if not the perpetrators, of
a simple literary blunder. Hellanicus, it is true, is the first known author
who named UeXaayi&TK; as one of the Thessalian tetrarchies,45 and he was as
fully convinced as anyone of the existence of a Pelasgian settlement in
Thessaly down to the time of the ' Coming of the Hellenes;' so he cannot be
acquitted of having known that the Homeric UeXacrytKov "Apyos properly
referred to some part of Thessaly. Yet he and his immediate predecessors
are under grave suspicion of having taken that phrase also as referring not to
the Thessalian but to the Peloponnesian Argos; of having confused both
with that Thessalian Larisa which is neither part of Homer's UeXaayiKov
"Apyos nor the home of Homer's actual UeXaayol; and further of having
combined this non-existent ' Pelasgian Argos' in Peloponnese with the
' Pelasgian Arcadia,' which we have seen to be Hesiodic doctrine, and of which
Acusilaus46 and Hellanicus47 were both aware.

The actual reduplication of the place-name Larisa, in Thessaly, in
Argolis, and in the country of Homer's actual Pelasgians48 inevitably in-
creased the confusion, and led to a variety of fresh combinations. Hellanicus *9

42 Schol. II. 3.75 = fr. 37. In spite of his 43 ii. 1. 2. 2.
later date, I class Hellanicus with the other 44 Schol. 11. 3. 75.
genealogists, and separate him from Herodotus 4 i Harpocr. s.v. rcTpapx'"'-
and Thucydides, on the ground that all that 46 Apollodorus ii. 1. 1.
we know of his work marks him as a belated 47 Steph. Byz. s.v. 'Ap/cas.
contiuuator of the logographic school of history- 4S 11. 2. 843.
writing. 49 Phoronis fr. 1.
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makes Pelasgus marry Menippe,a daughter of the Peneius,50 and so localizes him
in Thessaly, and makes him ancestor of a line of Thessalian kings ; Phrastor,
Amyntor, Teutamidas. Of these the last named is of course suggested by the
ancestor of the leaders of that contingent of Pelasgians in Homer,51 who, as we
have seen, are really Hellespontine, and have nothing to do either with
Thessaly or Argolis. Hellanicus again,52 and also Pherecydes,63 brought
Acrisius the Argive on a visit to the Pelasgians of Thessaly, and so explained
the existence in Thessaly of the Argive place-name Larisa; and, later,
Staphylus of Naucratis brought Pelasgus himself from Argos to Thessaly to
found this Thessalian Larisa.54 There was however apparently yet another
tradition in the field—perhaps the legend utilized by Staphylus—which put
the foundation of the Thessalian Larisa earlier than the generation of
Acrisius; so yet another step was taken by the defenders of the Acrisius
theory, by duplicating their prottgd.55

Side by side with all this speculation, one passage from Hecataeus56

reveals to us an actual population of the Pelasgian name, resident now in
Lemnos, but believed to have once lived in Attica. The passage however is
only preserved to us in abstract; and we shall be at all events on the safe
side if we postpone consideration of it till we come to discuss the views of
Herodotus, to whom we owe its preservation.

One set of fragments of Hellanicus67 deals likewise with Lemnos, or
rather, with the %ivTie<;, its Homeric population. From merely tending the
outcast Hephaestus—and the merest 'Pelasgian' could hardly do less under
the circumstances—they have become his Lemnian craftsmen, 'the first arti-
ficers of metals,' inventors of armour and implements of destruction ; and that
is why they are Xî Tte?, from criveo-6cu.b8 They are also, by this time,
immigrants from Thrace; for when certain Trojans,who play a part in the
foundation-legend of Chios, landed in Lemnos, r/crav . . . avroOi KarocKovvTei

rives, ov TTOWOI avOpanroi- iyeyoveiaav Be fiitjeWrjvev TOVTOWJ
ol irepioiKoi ~ZlvTia<s. Their ' Hellenic admixture ' we must suppose

to have been due to contact with the Minyans, and perhaps also with
Agamemnon's Achaeans during the war. For the further history of the
ScvTie<; see p. 205 below.

50 Compare the alliance arranged by 62 Fr. 29.
Pherecydes between Pelasgus and Kyllene «]fSa 53 Fr. 26., cf. Schol. Ap. Rh. i. 40, Tzetz,
yvfupnv (above p. 187); with the result that Lye. 83S, Steph. Byz. s. v. A&pura.
Pelasgus is localized in Arcadia, 64 Schol. Ap. Eh. 1. 580.

51 II. 2. 843; Phoronis fr. 26 = Schol. Ap. s5 Apoll. ii. 4, 4.
Rh. 4. 1090. It is a furlher question whether 56 Hdt. vi. 137.
in the Homeric phrase t/Te Sim A^Boio TleXaayov 57 Fr. 112-3.
Tevra/ilSao the word Tle\acryov means ' son of 5S Philochorus (fr. 6 = Schol. II. 1. 594) after
Pelasgus' or simply 'the Pelasgian;' and again his manner has pounced upon this bit of philo-
whether TfuTO/ufSoo means 'son of Teutamidas,' logy and adopted it, but explains it quite-
as Hellanicus thought, or rather ' son of differently.
Teutamus.' '
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| 8—The Tragedians.

How popular in the fifth century was this blunder about the HeXao-yiicbv
"A/370? is well seen from the tragedians. Aeschylus for [example in the
Supplices (11. 1 ff.) makes the king of the Peloponnesian Argos call himself
the son of Palaichthon the earthborn : he is the eponymos of the Pelasgi,
and the lord of a realm which includes everything west of the Strymon,
Paeonia, which he seems to put also west of the Strymon,59 Perrhaebia,
Pindus and beyond, and the hills of Dodona. It extends, in fact, as far as
the sea, presumably the Adriatic. It also includes all south of this Strymon-
Adriatic line as far as, and including, Peloponnese. Here the genealogical
diagram Tfj—Ua\aiy(6<ov—UeXaayos is clearly an expansion of the Hesiodic
theory of a YleXaayos who is himself avrox^aiv. The extent of the Pelasgian
kingdom is no less clearly determined, partly by the desire to include a
' Pelasgian ' Dodona (which had by this time become' matter of common
knowledge), and the ' Pelasgic Argos' of Thessaly; partly by an attempt
to claim for the Pelasgian Argos of Peloponnese the hegemony over all
those parts of Greece (including Macedonia) which had come in historic times
under the rule of soi-disant 'Heracleids from Argos.' It is possible also
that the allusion to the Strymon may cover the poet's acquaintance with
the fact, known to Herodotus 60 that ' actual' Pelasgians remained extant in
the fifth century within the basin of that river.

In Prometheus, similarly, TLeXaayia is used in a context which shows
that the Peloponnesian Argos of Aegisthus and Danaus is meant:—

879 f. UeXaayla ere Several, OTJXVKTOVQ)
"Apei SafievTOjv vvKTi^>povprjT<p dpaaec

and here too Aeschylus is further supported, as we shall see, by the
Herodotean accounts of Argolis as having been Pelasgic at the time of
the coming of the Danaids.80a

Sophocles in the same way transfers to the Peloponnesian Argos not
merely the associations which belong to the HeXaayiKov "Apyos of Thessaly,
but also all that other body of fifth-century doctrine which equated the ' actual
Pelasgians' of Thessaly, the Thraceward parts, and Lemnos, with the no less
mysterious Tyrseni.

Fr. 256. "Iva%e yevvdrop, iral Kprjv&v
TraT/oo? 'H/ceavov, fieya 7rpecr/3eva>v
"Apyovs re yvais, "Hpa? re irdyois
KOX Tvparjvolcn HeXacryol<;.wh

551 Remember here (1) that Homer's Paeonia is definitely included in 'Thrace,'from which
runs as far west as the river Axius ; (2) that ' Paeonia ' proper is distinct both in Homer, in
though in the sixth century Paeonia had Herodotus, and even later,
extended a good way east of the Strymon, yet 60 Hdt. 2. 171 ; 7. 94, see § 10 below,
all this eastern region had been made aytiararos 60a Hdt. 7. 94 : 2. 171.
in the time of Darius. Hdt. 5. 15. Nor does it 60b Dion H. 1. 25. For the Tyrseni see § 17
seem ever to have recovered its Paeonian below,
character ; in the fifth and fourth centuries it
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Euripides contributes little. His regular use of the epithet ' Pelasgian '
is to denote the Peloponnesian Argos and its population, both Achaean, as in
the Orestes, and Iphigenia in Aulis,mc and pre-Achaean, as in the Phoenissae,
and the Supplices.606^ In Orestes 1247, HeXaayiicbv "Apyos clearly means
Achaean Mycenae. Only in one passage does he distinguish between the
previous UeXacryioorai and the culture hero Danaus, whose name they are
caused to assume.61

§ 9.—Herodotus : (a) his independence of the Hesiodic School.

With Herodotus we are once more in broad daylight. His allusions to
the Pelasgians are numerous, and his usage of the name, though it varies,
is on the whole intelligible. His work also shows sufficiently clear points of
contact both with recent observation and with contemporary theory to
permit it to be used as a commentary on the more fragmentary utterances of
other fifth-century writers. It has on the other hand the disadvantage
that, thanks to the eclipse which befel the History almost as soon as
it was published, it had surprisingly little influence on the course of
later speculation. But herein there was gain, as well as loss, as we shall see.

Herodotus has, in the first place, no mention of an individual eponymous
UeXaayos; and no direct contact with the Hesiodic theory at all, except the
bare allusion to the Arcadians as being in the theoretical sense Pelasgians,62

aid as being autochthonous in Peloponnese like the Cynurians.63 But the
Arcadians are in no way specially marked out as aboriginal or Pelasgic ;
and their Cynurian colleagues are never called by him Pelasgian.

This leads us to the positive side of Herodotus' work; and here once
more we must distinguish between a writer's accounts of Pelasgians actually
surviving in his own day, or extinguished within living memory, and his
statements of a ' Pelasgian Theory ' of early Greece.

| 10.—Herodotus : (b) actual Pelasgians as survivals, chiefly in the North Aegean.

Actual Pelasgians, either surviving or recently extinct, are known
to Herodotus in three distinct areas, all on or near the north coast of the
Aegean.

(1) At Placie and Scylace, on the south shore of Propontis, a little east
of Cyzicus, and presumably on the secluded Karadagh plateau. These
Pelasgians still retain their name, and speak a peculiar language which
is not intelligible to their neighbours.64 Note that these Pelasgians are

m° XleXaayio. Or. 960, I.A. 1498 ; XltXaoyixhv 62 i. 146, ii. 171.
"Ap7os Or. 1601 ; TltKaayhv "A. Or. 692, 1296 ; 63 viii. 73 OIKUI Si T'I\V TltXoir6vviiaov IBvea
rifXacrviiJ' «8os 'ApyeCwv Or. 1247. e7rTa • TOVTUV TO fxkv Svo, alroxSova iovra, Karh.

mA TlsXaffyia Suppl. 3 6 8 ; Xl€XaayiH:ov''Apyos x™PT/" ?8puTai vvv re na\ ri TTCIABI [pliieov'],
Phoen. 2 5 6 ; TlsXa.aym'bv arpaTev/xa Phocn. 'Ap/taSes T£ KOL Kvvoiptoi.

105-6. M i- 57.
61 Fr. 227. See p. 221 Mow.
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situated immediately across the water from the abode of the Pelasgians
of the Trojan Catalogue; and exactly in the direction to which the south-
eastward thrust of Thracians, Treres, and Kimmerians in post-Homeric
times had tended to drive the Homeric population of south-eastern Thrace.
Note also that the silence of Homer, not merely as to Pelasgians in Asia,
but as to Thracians in what afterwards became Bithynia, and also the
positive Homeric evidence as to the non-Pelasgian character of the population
of Lemnos and Imbros, makes a very strong case for assuming that this
Pelasgian occupation of Placie and Scylace results from the same post-
Homeric movement. /

A similar raid, by some of these same Pelasgians, reached as far as Attica,
and effected a regular lodgment therefor a time, ol avvoiKoi e y i v o v r o
'A&r)valoi<ri. The approximate date for this raid is given in the parallel
passage in ii. 5 1 : 'Adrjvaioiai yap r/S?? rrjp i K avT a e ? " IZ XXrj va <?

T eXeovo-1 UeXacryol CTVIJOIKOI i yev ov TO iv rfj ^mpt), S0ep teal "FiXXrjves

fip^avTo vofucrOfjvat,: so that if it is possible to discover at what point
in their history Herodotus thought that the Athenians ' were just beginning,
to count as Hellenes,' it will be possible to assign at all events a relative date
for the time at which these Pelasgians ' came to be fellow-lodgers with them
in their country.' This point however will be best reserved until we come to
the question of the Pelasgians in Attica.05

(2) In Lemnos and Imbros. These Pelasgians also are post-Homeric
intruders: for they expelled from Lemnos the Minyans,88 who are still
in possession _there in Homer.67 Moreover Herodotus fixes the date of the
Minyan migration from Lemnos to Laconia in the same generation as the
Dorian invasion of Peloponnese : for Theras was the brother of the wife
of king Aristodemus.68 These Pelasgians were still in the islands when
they were annexed by Persia about 505,69 and were also still in possession
when Miltiades conquered them, not long before 493.70 It has been argued
from the phrase en rore virb TleXaaycov olteeofievas in v. 26 and from
the omission of Lemnos in the list of extant Pelasgians in i. 57 that
these Pelasgians were extinct when Herodotus was writing; but he nowhere
states that the Pelasgians were wholly expelled by Miltiades, and in i. 57
he clearly hints at the existence of oaa aXXa TJeXaayi/ca iovra -jroXlo-fiaTa
TO ovvofia fieTeftaXe, as though there were people who still talked ' Pelasgic'
and were known to be of Pelasgio origin, but no longer satisfied his
other condition that they should have retained their proper tribal name ;
and this would clearly cover such a case as that of Lemnos under Athenian
rule.71

85 See below, § 12. 71 Note that a 'Lemnian' who was in the
66 iv. 145. Pers ian service in 480 B.C. (Hd t . viii. 11) counts
67 II. 7. 468, 23. 747, the latter a late as one TUV <TVV0a<Tt\e7'E A Aij vai v Uvrtev. He

passage. also bears a Greek name, Antidorus. If the
68 iv . 147 . Lemnian Pelasgians had not 'changed their
89 v. 26. name ' he would presumably have been described
70 vi. 136. as a 'Pelasgian.'
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Now these Pelasgians of Lemnos and Imbros lie, like those of Placie and
Scylace, right in sight of the territory of the Homeric Pelasgians; and kept up
to the close of the fifth century a piratical connexion with the mainland : for
their Persian administrator had to deal severely with them, TOU? fiev \nro-
<TTpa,Tir)<; eirl ZKvdas alruofievos, TOV? 8e aivecrOai TOV Aapelov crrpaTov airo
%Kv0ea>v oTricrco a7roKofj,i£6fj,evov,7'2 and from a base in Lemnos they would
only have done this either in south-eastern Thrace, or in course of its transit
over the straits.

The Pelasgians of Lemnos and Imbros were also concerned in early raids
on Attica: for the ' Pelasgians under Hymettus' in Attica, made Lemnos,
among other places, their retreat : aX\a re cryelv %a>pla KCU Br; KCU. Afjftvov.13

This connects them directly with the men of Placie and Scylace, whom
we have already seen to be among those ol GVVOIKOI iyevovro 'A.6r]valot,cn.
The raid on Brauron moreover is expressly stated to have been the work of
these same Attic Pelasgians after they had left Attica and settled in Lemnos.74

(3) In Samothrace, Herodotus accounts for similar survivals by the
same story. He is illustrating, by the Kafteipcov b'pyia in Samothrace,
an Attic cult which he believes to be of Pelasgic origin. This would not by
itself prove that there were then, or ever had been, Pelasgians in Samothrace.
B u t H e r o d o t u s goes on t o exp la in , rrjv yap "Za/j-oOpaK^v o'liceov irporepov

UeXaayoi ovrot,, oiirep 'AOrjvaloicri crvvouicoi eyevovro, /cal nrapa

TOVTOIV 2a/xo#/3>;i'/ce? T« b'pyia irapaXafx^dvovai,.'^ The phrase about the
crvvoiKOL is identical, and the present tense of irapaXanfidvovat suggests that
in Herodotus' own time the fountain-head of Cabiric orthodoxy was an
extant Pelasgian community.75

73 v. 27. Siimothraoian r i tual still used iraXaiav IStav
73 vi. 137. The words are part of the citation, SiaAacrov (Diod. 5. 48. 2 ; cf. Lobeek, Agl.

or summary, of Heeataeus, already mentioned 1109, 1348), and t h a t the cult itself was not
a t the end of § 7. then confined to Samothrace, bu t was observed

74 A closely analogous case is t h a t of t h e elsewhere, n o t merely in Lemnos and Imbros ,
Dolopes in Scyros. Original ly a ma in land and but in the Troad and on the Hellespont (Strabo
inland people, as indeed the rest of them were 472-3), we may reasonably infer that here
still in the time of the Persian Wars (Hdt. iv. also, quite apart from theories, Herodotus is
132, 185), they entered Scyros in post-Homeric dealing with current verifiable observations of
time, and retained their hold on the island North Aegean cults, of the same kind as those
until they were suppressed by Cimon, as the which he quotes specifically for the cult of
Lemnians had been by Miltiades. That the Heracles in Thasos. Demetrius of Scepsis, later
Dolopian occupation of Scyros was post- on, had a theory of his own about Samothrace,
Homeric seems to follow from II. 9. 668, which is quite independent of Herodotus, and
where the island is raided and captured by at first sight quite different, but which on
Achilles, and from II. 19. 326-32, Od. 11. 509, closer inspection seems to show that he had
where it still forms part of Ms dominions. been led by similar data to a conclusion very
The case is here too exactly analogous with similar to that reached by Herodotus about
that of Lemnos, 11. 14. 230 and Imbros 11. thtso North Aegean Pelasgians. Samothrace, he
14. 281. For the further fate of these Scyrian says (quoted by Strabo 472), was at first
Dolopes at the hands of the historians, see called MeTu'rij : the name 2a/io0pa*r; is its
p. 221 below. second name, and dates from the coming of the

7te ii. 51. Cabiri, whom he seems to identify with the
75 From the fact that in Roman times the Curetes. Their cult he regards as Phrygian.

n.s.—VOL. XXVII. o
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(4) At Antandrus, on the south-west angle of the Troad, Herodotus lets
fall, unexplained, the epithet rrjv YleXaayiSaP He does not assert that there
were any Pelasgians resident there in Hellenic times; but the geographical
position of Antandrus is such as to facilitate settlement there (as at Placie
and Scylace) in the event of Thracian pressure on the country of the Homeric
Pelasgians. That such pressure was felt, and that such settlements were
made, is clear from a fourth-century account of a colony of European Edones,
like those of the Bithynian coast, at Antandrus itself'"; and that there was
some non-Hellenic element at Antandrus much earlier than this, is clear from
the phrase AeXeywi' 7roA,t? applied to it by Alcaeus.78 We have seen already
(p. 183) how closely the ' Lelegian theory,' of which this is one of the most
northerly manifestations, replaces further south the 'Pelasgian theory' which
prevails in the Hellespont and its neighbourhood.79

The probability that in the fifth century Antandrus was believed to be
not merely non-Hellenic, but positively Pelasgian, in the sense that it held a
population of South-east European origin and post-Homeric arrival, is
increased by the fragment of Hellanicus which is quoted to explain the
proverb Uiravrj elfic. ^>TJ(TI yap (Hellanicus) avTtjv iiiro UeXacrywv
dvSpaTroSKrdijvai, icai nraKiv VTTO 'Epvdpaicov iXevOepocidfjvai?0 Note that
this proverb itself can be traced back as far as Alcaeus, and presumably
the legend likewise, which in that case falls within the class of data
accessible to Herodotus. No dates are given, but the incident must fall
(«•) not later than the time of Alcaeus; (b) hardly, if at all, earlier than
the foundation of Erythrae in the time of the ' Ionic migration:' for the
point of the proverb is that the disasters of Pitane are incessant; so there
can have been no long interval between enslavement and liberation. We
may therefore place the incident in post-Homeric, and probably in very
early Hellenic, times; and we may class this hint of the presence of raiding
Pelasgians in Aeolis alongside of the other evidence of the kind.sl

(5) Near Crcston, finally, on the mainland between Thrace and Macedon
in the district which lies south-westward of the middle course of the
Strymon, Herodotus alludes to TOIS VVV '4TL eovai UeXaaywv TUV vwep

The name ^ap.o6p4«v in "ny case looks as if it 7S Strabo, 606.
recorded an intrusion from the neighbouring 7!l The positive statements of Konon JS'arr.
European mainland, and it is instructive to find 41 and Mela i. 18 that there were Pelasgians at
it suggested that it was a Phrygian cult which Antandrus are only worth noting here as
was intruded, and that its subject was a group evidence of a later revival of the authority of
of personages, who (like the Hellespontine Herodotus. Mela's version contains an ana-
Pelasgians of Homer) have so exact a counter- chronism and two pieces of thoroughly Graeeo-
part in Crete. Roman philology.

7<i vii. 42. The phrase clearly denotes some- 80 Fr. 115 b = Zenob. v. 61.
thing peculiar to Antandrus, and not common 81 Pliny N.H. 5. 30. 32 and Steph. Byz. s.v.
to the Greeks of Aeolis. These latter are rb iraAai add Cimmeris to the already long list of ethno-
Ka\f6iifvot Tl<s\a<ryol, as 'EAArji'tuc \6yos (vii. logical epithets of Antandrus.
95), but this is Greek theory, not Herodotean Thueydides on the other hand seems tacitly
observation, and is discussed in- its proper plice to put all this on one side as not-proven,
in §11. when he specifies Antandrus merely as an

77 Aristotle rip. Steph. Byz. s.v. Aeolian colony in viii. 108.
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KprjvTcova TTOXIV oi/ceovTwv.52 They spoke a language which,
though different from that of their neighbours, agreed with that of the
Hellespontine Pelasgians at Placie and Scylace.

Much confusion has been wrought in recent commentary on this passage
by the circumstance that Dionysius of Halicarnassus apparently read here
KpoTwva for KprjcTTava,83 meaning thereby however not Croton in South Italy,
but Cortona in Umbria, a reading which led him to use the passage as evi-
dence for his own peculiar theory about the origin of the Etruscans. This
reading however has been accepted and defended more than once recently,
and notably by Prof. Eduard Meyer.84

Those who read KpoTcova however may fairly be asked to meet the
following objections :—

(a) Though Herodotus mentions Umbria twice,85 he uses it merely as a
general geographical expression for northern Italy, and displays no familiarity
either with the country or with its people. It is difficult therefore to believe
that he ventured upon exact philological comparison between the speech of
the people of Cortona and that of the Pelasgians on the Hellespont; and still
more that there should be truth in it if he did. It is only on the popular a
priori assumption that in a passage of Herodotus an absurdity is more likely
to be the true reading, that the variant commends itself at nil; and it is, in
fact, for the purpose of discrediting Herodotus that the reading Kporcoua is
commonly defended.

(b) On the other hand Herodotus shows himself particularly well
informed about the districts inland of Chalcidice ; and his descriptions of
Lake Prasias and of the road from Paeonia into Macedon have all the look
of eyewitness.86

(c) His association of Pelasgians with Tvparjvoi and Kprja-rcovaioi is con-
firmed by the statement of Thucydides,87 who had also special reasons for
acquaintance with this neighbourhood. There are two discrepancies in detail,
(1) that Thucydides is speaking of a mixed population avjx.jxiK.Ta 'idvr), nearer
the sea-coast, and (2) that he speaks of it as consisting of f3ap/3dpcov
8iy\waawv. But they do not at all affect the conclusion that Thucydides
either was independently acquainted with the same state of things, of which
Herodotus describes the earlier and more inland counterpart, or was reading
KprjcrTwa in the passage of Herodotus which is in question.88 That such
crvfifUKTa edv-q should have come iuto existence nearer the seaboard, is exactly
what we should expect as the result of successive thrusts from one northern
intruder after another. That in the neighbourhood of the Chalcidic colonies

82 i. 57 . 67 iv . 109.
83 i. 29. si That lie really knew the country, and that
84 E. Meyer, For/ehungen s. alt. Gescli. (Halle there was such a district—for even this has

1891) i. pp. 1-124. been denied latterly—is clear from his reference
83 i. 94, iv. 49. to Tp-nuraivia in ii. 99.
88 v. 15-17.
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the natives should have become bilingual, is again exactly what happens
wherever two cultures meet: the mongrel population just beyond thes

Chalcidic ' pale' learnt Greek for use ' in town,' without forgetting their
own language for communication with their friends in the interior.

(d) There is collateral evidence of community of population between this
neighbourhood behind Chalcidice and those other districts in which an
actual Pelasgian population is best demonstrable. (a) In the case of
Lemnos, the Homeric Sinties,89 though they do not appear to have survived
there into historic times, have their counterparts in a Thracian tribe, known
to Hellanicus,90 which has its habitat fixed by Thucydides91 as lying on
the left flank of Sitalces' inarch from Thrace into Macedon, while Paeonia lay
on his right. It has left its name, moreover, in that Heraclea Sintica,
of which the site is fixed on the right or western bank of the middle
Strymon, a little N. E. of the district of Creston.92 (/3) In the case of
the Hellespontine area, Herodotus accepts without question a European
origin for the Asiatic Phrygians (who had indeed but recently entered
Asia in Homeric times) and compares them with the Macedonian B/Hfye?.93

He also locates ~Bpvyoiu between the ~X.a\Ki$iicbv yevos and the Pieres
(who lay east of the Strymon)% in a list which runs in an order which
is quite intelligible geographically: that is to say, they lay somewhere
between the Strymon and the promontory of Mt. Athos. This all agrees with
the locality indicated with these Bpvyoi, whom he calls ' Thracians,' and who
attacked the army of Mardonius, at a time when its escorting fleet was
destroyed off Mt. Athos.98 The bisection of the European Upvyoi-ftpiyes
is in turn paralleled by the duplication of the Pieres, some of whom are
east of the Strymon,97 while others, far west of it, are next neighbours of
the Perrhaebians of Thessaly.98

Like the Bpvyoi, the Edoni of the lower Strymon, who are also one of
the components of the (TV/A/MI/CTCI eOvrj of Thucydides,99 have their Asiatic
counterparts, as we have seen at Antandrus in the fourth century epithet
'HSoWs, where Herodotus had written Ttjv UeXaayiBa. The Mygdones,
also, who for Herodotus 10° and Thucydides 101 inhabit a district of Macedon
next west of Creston, north-west of Chalcidice, and east of the Axius, and
survived in Strabo's time as a subdivision of the Edones near lake Prasias,102

had however by that time almost vanished out of Europe, and were best
studied, like the Pelasgians of Herodotus, on the south shore of Propontis
next east of the Doliones. For Strabo, they are thus immigrants from
Europe, and of the same character as the Phrygians, the Mysians, and the
Doliones themselves.103 Here, again, no theory is in question : it is simply

89 II. i. 594, Ud. 8, 294. 'M vi. 40.
<J" Fr. 112. 97 vii. 112.
81 ii. 98. 98 vii. 131. Cf. 177.
92 The TpoaTuvia of Thuc. ii. 99. In Koman 99 iv. 109.

t imes there were traces of 5i>"roi on both banks 10° vii. 123-4, 127.
of the St rymon : Strabo 331. 101 ii. 99-100.

93 vii. 73. wi StraLo, fr. 11.
94 vii. 185. 103 Strabo, 566, 575, 733, 747.
S3 vii. 112-3.
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a question, how much collateral evidence exists to support an observation of
fact on the part of Herodotus, that a split tribe could inhabit Placie, Scylace,
and the Strymon valley without appreciable damage to its common speech.

(e) The circumstance that Herodotus mentions a KprjcrTajva IT 6 X iv
has been criticized in view of Thucydides' statement that his a-v/nfiiicTa eOvrf
lived Kara fiiKpa 7ro\lcrfiaTa.wi But first, Thucydides' statement refers not
to the people of the district of Creston but to the avfifiiKTa edvr) of the coast-

,land further south; secondly, it would be difficult to prove, even if it did
refer to Krestonia, that some one or other of these iroXicrfiaTa was not called
Kptf&Toov; thirdly, that there was such a TTOXI? in later times is stated posi-
tively by Stephanus (s. v.) and an appropriate site for it exists at the
modern settlement of Kilidj.

So far as we have gone, all the Herodotean evidence goes straight
back to the denotative usage in Homer, which makes the Pelasgians a
specific North Aegean people. Only, for Herodotus, instead of being located
on the mainland (with a single offshoot in Crete), they are projected
into the North Aegean islands, and onto the Hellespontine shore of Asia:
exactly as the known stresses of the post-Homeric age would have led
us to guess would be the case.105 These ' actual' Pelasgians of Herodotus,
moreover, retained still in his time a linguistic character which marks
them as having issued, at an earlier stage still, from a centre of dispersal
sufficiently far back in the Thracian mainland to permit similar projection of one
band of them into the basin of the Strymon ; and so puts their case on all fours
with that of the Herodotean Phrygians. Whether all this observation was
accurately made, is beside the question here, and is not conclusively proved
even by its consistency within itself. All that we are concerned with, here, is
that such observations were not only possible in the time of Herodotus, but
are recorded by him as having been made. It is equally beside the question,
whether they are consistent or not with his general ' Pelasgic Theory,'
which must engage attention next.

§ 11.—Herodotus: (c) his general Pelasgic Theory.

If we look now to his connotative use of the name ' Pelasgian,' we shall
find that Herodotus holds a well-defined ' Pelasgic Theory' of the ethnology
of Greece. Once upon a time all that is now called Hellas was called
' Pelasgia' and was inhabited by Pelasgians.10'a These, in the majority of
cases, have become Hellenized gradually; and the crucial test of Hellenization is
the change of language from ' Pelasgian ' to Hellenic.105b Herodotus admits
however that it is only by the study of the speech of the ' actual' Pelasgians
discussed in the last section, that any idea can be formed of what ' Pelasgian
speech' was like.

104 Hdt. i. 57. Thuc. iv. 109. ' m* i. f>6-7, ii. 52-56.
W5 jror indications of such a movement even 105b i. 57.

within the Homeric age see p. 184 above.
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Of this metamorphosis of theoretical pre-Hellenic Pelasgian into actual
historic Hellene, Herodotus quotes particular instances in several districts of
Greece. Let us take these districts in geographical order from north to
south.

(1) At Dodona, though Herodotus does not definitely assert that
there were ever any Pelasgian residents, he states that the oracle was consulted
by ' the Pelasgians' in primitive times.105"3 He had learned also, apparently on
Dodonaean authority, the theory that in early times ' the Pelasgians' knew no
names for their gods, and only acquired names later, and from abroad. Now
there is nothing in all this which is not obvious ' by inspection ' to any one who
has before him (1) the Homeric phrase about Dodonaean Zeus, (2) the Hesiodic
description of Dodona as TieXaaycov eSpavov, and (3) the Herodotean obser-
vation that 'actual' Pelasgians talked a language different from Greek. The
reasoning may be formulated as follows. Even without Hesiodic commentary
it might well seem likely to any fifth century Hellene with a ' Pelasgian
Theory,' that the Homeric epithet UeXaayi/ce meant ' god of Pelasgians,'
i.e. of the Pelasgian inhabitants of Dodona. If so, Pelasgians at Dodona,
or their descendants, were calling the god of Dodona ' Zeus.' But
•"Zeus' is the Greek name for the god of Dodona; and as the Pelasgian
language is ex hypothcsi different from Greek, the word for 'Zeus' in Pelasgic
must have been different, if there was one. But was there a word for Zeus
in Pelasgic ? Enquiry at Dodona, possibly elsewhere, reveals none; all the
/3dp/3apoi, 8iy\a>crcroi, who are within hail, call Zeus 'Zeus' and nothing else.
Yet Achilles addresses Zeus as HeXacryi/ce, 'god of Pelasgians:' he was
worshipped therefore by them in their unconverted 'Pelasgian' days. In
those days therefore Zeus of Dodona was worshipped as a nameless god,
and is now called Zeus, only because ' Zeus' is the Greek name for
him. Q.E.D.

(2) In Thessaly, though Herodotus does not state that there were
Pelasgians there, it is possible that he is assuming their presence when he
•describes the Aeolian Hellenes of north-west Asia Minor as TO irdXai
Ka\e6fi€voi UeXacryoi, &>? 'EXXrfvcov Aoyo?.105'1 The qualifying phrase charac-
terizes this attribution of Pelasgian origin as a matter of current Greek
belief, and as something quite distinct from the ' Pelasgian' peculiarities of
Antandrus—whatever they were—as has been noted already in § 10 above.
This current Greek belief must mean that these Aeolians represent
either Pelasgians domiciled in Aeolis and Hellenized in situ, or Pelasgians
formerly domiciled in Thessaly, and Hellenized there before their migration
to Asia Minor. In the former alternative, the phrase goes far to explain his
phrase "AvTavBpov rrjv UeXaaycSa, but at the same time makes it difficult to
see in what peculiar sense Antandrus was worth calling ' Pelasgian.' In the
latter, Herodotus would seem once more to be putting his own interpretation
on the Homeric phrase TO HeXaayiKov "Apyo? which (as we have seen) was, by

1050 ii. 50-52. i«-d vii. 95.
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the time of Hellanicus, (1) extended so as to include Thessaly in general, and
(2) confused with Pelasgiotis and with the country round Larisa, with which in
the Homeric Catalogue it is clearly contrasted.1056 In any case, the phrase of
Herodotus about the Asiatic Aeolians is either fair commentary on the
trans-Hellespontine thrust of Priam's Pelasgians, or else a not-unnatural
interpretation of the phrase TO He\acryiicbv "Apyo?. Here also therefore
we may regard Herodotus as going back to Homeric authority, and as
admitting current Greek belief only so far as it seemed to conform to
Homeric data.

(3) In Atticeo, Herodotus describes the aboriginal population as a
Pelasgian tribe, the Kpavaoi.10li Here we have a fresh feature : a Pelasgian
gemis subdivided into species with tribal names. There is no Homeric
authority either for Pelasgians or for Cranaans in Attica, nor for any of the
regions which follow, further south; so that here we are free to regard
Herodotus as summarizing contemporary theory, and perhaps even improving
on it.

These Cranaan Pelasgians of Attica went through, not one, but several
metamorphoses,107 before they won their way to Hellenism as ' Ionians,' in the
time of Ion, son of Xuthus; but they had made their first step as early as
the days of Cecrops. Further proof that the Pelasgians of Attica were
Hellenic already at the time of the Ionic migration is given when (in recounting
the origin of the Ionians of Asia Minor,108 whom Herodotus believed to have
come immediately, though not ultimately, from Attica) the only Pelasgian
admixture which he mentions, in that very mongrel crew, takes the
form, not of Attic but of 'Ap/caSe? YieXaayoi. The quondam Pelasgians of
Attica were therefore no longer Pelasgic when the Ionic colonies were to be
founded.

The passages about Pelasgians in Attica, however, present difficulties of
their own which entitle them to separate discussion later on (§ 12). For the
moment it is sufficient to have discovered (1) that ' Pelasgian' for Herodotus
is a genus including tribal species; (2) that the process of Hellenization was
in some cases capable of analysis, and approximately datable; (3) that the
crucial event in this process was for Herodotus, as for Hellanicus and for
Thucydides, the arrival in the country of some genuine ' son of Hellen.'

(•t) In North Peloponnesc, froinSicyon westward, there once lived a people
who were Pelasgians generically, with the specific tribal name of At'yiaXet?.109

These, like the Pelasgian Kpavaoi of Attica, became Hellenized by means of
Ion, son of Xuthus; and then, as fully Hellenized ' Ionians/ migrated into
Attica, and thence again to the Asiatic Ionia.

(5) In the Cycladcs the islanders are, for Herodotus, icai TOVTO

J"5" See i>. 179 and 188. I 0 i i. 146.
108 vii. 94. M J Tii. 94.
1117 viii. 41.
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but the context109a does not show whether he means Pelasgian
aborigines, Hellenized in situ, or a branch (like their reputed kinsmen, the
Ionians of Asia Minor) of the Ionized Pelasgians of North Peloponuese.110

(6) In the Peloponnesian Argos, Herodotus describes a population, auto-
chthonous and Pelasgian, as receiving from immigrant Danaids the rite
which the Greeks call thesmophoria. The natives in this case had neither
the name nor the thing. Elsewhere he quotes Danaus (though he was
not ' a son of Hellen') side by side with Xuthus, as one of those whose coming
marked the crisis before which the people of all North Peloponnese e/caXeovTo
UeXaayol AtytaXet?. Another point of theory emerges here. Hellenism in
the sense of the operation of a ' son of Hellen' is not the only form of en-
lightenment. Danaus from Egypt can ' Hellenize' in a generic sense : at all
events his arrival troubles the Pelasgian waters with the movement of
a new spirit. Have we perhaps here a reminiscence of the phase, which
we conjectured earlier,111 when Danaus competed with Hellen for eponymous
rank in Greece ?

Meanwhile it is clear that though Herodotus may perhaps have shared
with his contemporaries the current misconception as to the Pelasgian
claims of the Peloponnesian Argos, there is no evidence that for him
this district stood in any such special relation to Pelasgian antiquity as had
been assumed recently by the genealogists.

(7) In Arcadia there were 'Ap/caSes UeXaayoi,—again apparently a
specific sub-division of a Pelasgian genus,—who took part in the colonization
of Ionia.112 The Arcadians also were regarded by Herodotus as the sole
survivors 113 of the aboriginal population of Peloponnese ; and this aboriginal
population was apparently continuous with that of ' Pelasgian' Argos. On
the other hand, in his formal survey of Peloponnesian ethnology,114 though
he classes the Gynurians with the Arcadians as autochthonous, he omits
to call either of them Pelasgians. We cannot say therefore that there is in
Herodotus any preferential treatment of Arcadia as a source, or habitation, of
Pelasgians.

(8) In Cynuria the same remark applies. Though autochthonous,
the Cynurians are not called Pelasgians: their pedigree is taken only
so far back as to describe them as ' apparently Ionians/ who have however
since ' become thoroughly Dorized.'115 Here we get a fresh point of
Herodotean theory. Hellenism, like Pelasgism, is a genus which includes
diverse species. ' Ionian' Hellenism is one type, ' Dorian' Hellenism is

io9a A S i n y i e c a s e of Asiatic Aeolis (2) above. evidence, this tempting guess remains
110 If there were any early evidence for the unveriflable.

legends of Thracians in ITaxos and other Cycladic l n p. 181, above,
islands, it would be tempting to regard this 112 i. 46.
ascription of 'Pelasgian' origin as a hint of u:: ii. 171.
raids of Hellespontine Pelasgians like those m viii. 73.
which we have detected already as far afield as l l 5 viii. 73.
Crete and Attica. But in default of such early
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another; and it is possible for avToy^Oove^ to undergo conversion, not merely
from outer darkness to any one of these types of enlightenment, but from
any one sect to another. The latter process, like the former, is a long
one : i/cSe&copievvTai, Si, he can say of the ' Ionian' Cynurians, VTTO 'Apyeiwv

KCL\ TOV yjibvov.

§ 12.—Herodotus: (d) the Pelasgians in Attica.

Between the statements of what I have called ' Pelasgian theory'
in Herodotus, and his accounts of Pelasgian tribes either actual, or only
recently extinct, lies one group of passages which has caused some perplexity,
but seems to me susceptible of simple and instructive explanation. The
people of Attica, as we have seen in § 11, are for Herodotus autochthonous
Pelasgians, who ' became Ionian' and so entered the Hellenic family,
in the days of Ion son of Xuthos.110 On the other hand, just at this very
phase 'Adrjvaioicn, rjhr] TrjviKavTa e? "EWrji/a? TeXeovcn, HeXacryoi avvoiKoo
iyevovTo ev rfj X^PV '•n7 anc^ by the side of these Pelasgian ' country
cousins,' the autochthonous Attic Pelasgians really seemed quite civilized,
b'dev teal "EWrjves rjp^avro vofiiadfivat,. Of these intrusive and relatively
recent Pelasgians, Herodotus gives further particulars, partly on the authority
of Hecataeus, partly from local Attic tradition.

(1) He quotes Hecataeus to the effect that it was these Pelasgians who
built for the Athenians the wall round the Acropolis. This reveals, as one
element in the story, an aetiological myth about the so-called Pelasgic Wall,
which was still defensible in the days of the Peisistratidae and may be iden-
tified with some certainty as that Mycenaean fortress-wall of which remnants
are still to be seen. Of the open space below this wall, which Thucydides
knows as TO liekaajiKov, neither Herodotus nor Hecataeus has anything
to say.

(2) He quotes Hecataeus further to the effect that these Pelasgian
wall-builders were allowed to settle in the country biro TOV Tfirjaa-ov, that is,
as the story shows, between Hymettus, the Ilissus, and the Saronic gulf.
This repeats (what we already know) that these Pelasgians are not auto-
chthonous in Attica, but recent immigrants; and it takes this belief as far
back as Hecataeus.

(3) Eventually these Pelasgians misbehaved, and were expelled; and
went and occupied aWa re . . . %wp/a iced hrj ical Ar}/ivov.ns This also
comes from Hecataeus, and consequently goes back to a contemporary of
the conquest of actual Pelasgians in Lemnos by Otanes, between 510 and
500 B.C.; and also of their conquest by Miltiades, which belongs to the
same generation.119

116 viii. 44. 118 vi. 137.
117 ii. 51. " 9 v. 26. (Otanes): vi. 136-140 (Miltiades).
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(4) Local Attic tradition added this,120 that after settling in Lemnos,
some of these Pelasgians returned and raided Brauron on the east coast
of Attica; and that they did this ev i^eiriaTa/jbevoi T«? 'AOrjvataip 6prd<i,
presumably therefore within the lifetime of those who had been themselves
expelled from Attica.

(5) The Pelasgian occupation of Lemnos is assigned by Herodotus to an
ascertainable date. In Homer, as we have seen,121 the Minyans have not yet
been expelled from the island. They were however expelled, according to
Herodotus,122 in the third generation of the Argonautic occupation; that is,in the
generation after the Trojan war, for Euniius, who is king of Lemnos in Homer,
is the son of Jason, who occupied the island. But here there is a slight hitch
in the story. The local Attic tradition, as we have seen, attributed the raid
on Brauron to Pelasgians who were OVTOI Krjfivov Tore vefio/J-evoi; in which
case the raid was subsequent to the occupation of Lemnos. But in telling
the story of the Minyans, Herodotus says that they were expelled by Pelas-
gians TSJV eK Upavpeovos ~Kr]iaafieva3v ra? 'Adrjvalwv yuvalica<;. I t is possible
that he merely adds this detail for the sake of identification, and without
intending' to say that they had already raided Brauron; but at first sight
it certainly looks as if he meant to put the raid before not after the occupation.
And there is this further evidence in the same direction. The rest of the
story of the Minyans dates their eventual arrival in Laconia within the
generation (TOP Be avrcv TOVTOV xpovov)1'2'6 of Theras, great-great-grand-
son of Polyneices of Thebes, and brother-in-law of Aristodemus, about
the time of whose death the Dorians conquered Laconia ; and this entry
was fully two generations after the Trojan War. Either therefore we must
allow the best part of a generation for the ' exodus' or ' VOCTTO*; ' of the
Minyans, or else there must be a misfit of one generation in the chronology;
and in the latter event it may well be the reason why there is ambiguity as
to sequence of the occupation of Lemnos and the raid on Brauron. But there
is no serious inconsistency; and though the whole story comes to us from two,
or more probably three, independent authorities,—Hecataeus, local Attic,
and perhaps local Laconian tradition,—we are in a position now to fit it all
together as a single series of events, of brief duration and approximately
ascertainable date; for it falls in any event within a generation of the Dorian
invasion of Peloponnese.

According to Herodotus therefore—and I do not claim at present any
earlier authority for this version,—once upon a time there were Pelasgians
in Attica, in the same sense as there were Pelasgians everywhere in Greece in
pre-Hellenic days. Just as these Attic Pelasgians were beginning to ' count
as Hellenes,' in the days of Ion son of Xuthus,m Attica was invaded by quite
a different sort of Pelasgians, of the Hellespontine variety who survived at
Placie, Scylace, Lemnos, Imbros, and Samothrace. His repeated phrase
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o'i crvuoiKot, iyevovro 'AOrjvaioicri can hardly mean anything else than that
this Hellespontine type of Pelasgians is the source of the invaders of Attica ;
though no doubt, as in the case of Lemnos, Pelasgians ejected from Attica
retreated in a direction where there were settlements of their own countrymen.
As we have fifth century authority for the contemporary existence of Ion son
of Xuthus and of Theseus, and as Theseus was himself an Argonaut, we can
assign the invasion of Attica by Hellespontine Pelasgians to the generation of
the Argonauts approximately; and as their expulsion from Attica occurred
not earlier than the first generation after the Trojan War (i e. the third of the
Argonautic occupation of Lemnos) and not later than the-second, we can give
to it a duration of about three generations, and an approximate date within the
fifty years which preceded the Dorian invasion. Within these fifty years falls
the laid on Brauron, a second attempt of Hellespontine Pelasgians to get a
footing in Attica; but whether of fresh Pelasgians from Hellespont, or of
ex-Attic Pelasgians from Lemnos, remains in doubt. Within these two post-
Trojan generations fall also the Pelasgian occupation of Placie and Scylace
(in a neighbourhood which, for the Catalor/uc, is not Pelasgian) and probably
also the settlements in Imbros, Samothrace, and the like : for Imbros also has
no Pelasgians in Homer, though it had already, as we have seen, a Sintian
population, which to fifth century eyes125 must have seemed to be of mainland
origin.

Now we have seen already that the department in which Herodotus
seems to have struck out a new line of Pelasgian enquiry is in the collection
of evidence of the survival of actual Pelasgians in the North Aegean, round
the fringe, so to speak, of the Homeric Pelasgians of king Priam; and I do
not think that we are unduly straining the sense of the passages which deal
with the Pelasgian invaders of Attica, if we regard these also as a contribution
to the same enquiry.

That Herodotus regarded some part of the population of the promontory
of Attica as still of non-Attic origin, is suggested further by the terms of his
comparison between Attica and Scythia. In this comparison, when once
allowance has been made for the geographical conceptions of the fifth century,120

all the other features quoted are markedly apposite; and when he goes on to say
Kal TrapaTrXrjaia Tavrr] ical oi Tavpoi vifiovTai rr}<; %KV6IKTJ<;, a>? el Tr}<; 'ArTtKJy?
dWo €0vo<> Kai fir) 'Adrjvalot, vefiolaro TOV <yovvov TOP Sovvia/cov, KTX., it is
difficult not to believe that, although he does not mention them, he has the
vision of non-Attic Pelasgians in his mind. It may indeed have been common
knowledge in his time that these predatory Pelasgians had had a footing about
Sunium, as well as ' under Hymettus.'

The Herodotean phase of the 'Pelasgian Theory' may therefore be
summarized as follows. The logographers have done their work : they have
multiplied Pelasgian origins to such an extent that it is possible already to
generalize. All Greece, in fact, was ' Pelasgian' once, and the large majority

125 Thuc. 2. 93. Herodotus' in the Geographical Journal, viii.
126 See m y p a p e r ' O n t h e M a p s u s e d b y 1 8 9 6 , p p . 605 ff.
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of actual Hellenes are by descent Pelasgians, Hellenized. But 'Pelasgian' has
now ceased to be a race-name, and means the pie-Hellenic phase of divers tribes
whose proper names are known. There is even the beginning of a tentative
and unformnlated theory of how Hellenization is effected. In the light of
this Pelasgian generalization, and of the new ' Hellenic Theory' which is its
corollary, the special claims of Dodona, Thessaly, Arcadia, and the Pelo-
ponnesian Argos, are seen to fade away. Attica, on the other hand, begins
to rise to new prominence in the story;127 due partly to the recent active
contact between Peisistratid Attica and the 'actual' Pelasgians of Lemnos;
partly to the contemporary desire to find some historical explanation of the
rapid rise and peculiar characteristics of the Attic State since Cleisthenes;128

but partly also to the increased importance which the fifth century is coming
to attribute to the evidence of cultural survivals, in comparison with that of
place-names or of literary or oral tradition. Philology and Genealogy, in
fact, are rapidly giving place to Anthropology as the instrument of historical
research. And anthropology while it has nothing to say of Thessaly, and can
prove only foreign influences in Arcadia, has already detected numerous cases
of survival in the neighbourhood of the Homeric Pelasgians on the Hellespont,
together with a true cause for their actual distribution. And when we come
next to consider the attitude of Thucydides to the question, we shall find the
same tendency predominant.

§ 13.—Thucydides.

From Thucydides, with his extraordinary concentration upon those
aspects of history which he regards as his proper concern, we should not
naturally expect much light on questions of ethnography. It is therefore the
more instructive to find that on the rare occasions on which he does digress
into such matters, his knowledge and his beliefs not only agree in general
with normal fifth century views as we find them in Herodotus, but also,
where they diverge from these at all, do so in directions which foreshadow
exactly the principal new departures which are to characterize the speculations
of the fourth century. In this, in fact, as in much else, Thucydides stands
just at the parting of the ways.

A. First, as to actual Pelasgians. Thucydides gives an account of the
natives of Mount Athos,129 the substance of which we have already noted in
discussing the evidence of Herodotus. Its main points are as follows:—

127 In Attica alao, alone, do we find the I have collected some evidence for the view
'theoretical' and the 'actual ' or rather the that a similar demand of the Periclean Age to
' historical' Pelasgian side by side in the know Si' %v aWlyv there was a Delian League,
same context, contrasted as Hellenizable Attic was producing very similar effects in a reasoned
aborigines against savage Hellespontine retrospect of Mediterranean sea-power,
intruders. 129 iv. 109, see p. 196 above.

128 In an earlier essay (J.H.S. xxvii. 84 ff.)
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(1) The promontory, as its physical position would suggest, was a sentina
gentium. Its population included waifs from all the principal native stocks
of the adjacent mainland : Edones from beyond the Strymon, Bisaltae and
men of Creston from between Strymon and Axius, and Pelasgians TWV ical
Arjpvov irore KOI ' kdr/va^ Tvparjvwv ol/crja-avTcov : a phrase which sums up
all the main features of the Herodotean diagnosis of ' actual Pelasgians' in
the North Aegean, except that he makes no mention of their kinsmen on
the Hellespont.

(2) The mention of Creston, as we have seen already, is important
confirmation of the manuscript reading of Herodotus i. 57.

(3) These people are avfifiixra e6vq ftapftdpav SiyXaxracov. If fiap-
/3dpa>v, one of their languages was non-Hellenic. What their ' second
language' was, is not stated ; but we may fairly infer that it was Greek: for
though ' barbarian,' these people are in the heart of Chalcidice ; and, as
Thucydides says, icai TL KOX KOXKCBIKOII evi /3pa%v. For the rest, they
presumably retained each his own native dialect; that is to say, the
Pelasgians among them still talked Pelasgic, exactly as Herodotus says of
their namesakes up-country.

(4) Though Herodotus does not actually say that Pelasgians of the
district of Creston were among the colonizers of Attica, he does say so
of the Hellespontine Pelasgians; and these he connects with those of Creston
by the significant tie of a common dialect. In Thucydides, either we
have additional evidence for this identification, coming from a fresh quarter,
and from a writer who had peculiar opportunities for enquiring locally;
or we have a fresh inference from the data supplied by Herodotus, in
which case we must infer that these data were accepted by Thucydides
as trustworthy so far as they went. The importance of this latter point
is obvious, in view of the captious attitude which Thucydides usually
adopts in dealing with his predecessors; and, no less, in view of modern
attempts to show that Herodotus in this passage is describing Cortona
in Italy!

(5) Thucydides has also one small piece of confirmatory evidence in regard
to the general view of North Aegean ethnology, the history of which we are
tracing. It is he who is our earliest authority for the existence of those
'livToi in Thrace, whom we have already had occasion to compare 130 with the
Homeric Same? of Lemnos. Here also the strength of the evidence lies
in Thucydides' special facilities for exact knowledge of ra inrl ©pa/07? ;
and, with this admitted, the significance of the reference, in Herodotus vii.
223, to a town StVSoyncar Therma, becomes obvious at once.

B. The Pelasgian Theory of early Greece, which is found in Thucydides,
presupposes that of Herodotus, but differs from it in details, which all
mark advances in historical method.131

130 ii. 98, cf. \\ 184 above. l31 i. 3.
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(1) Thucydides recognizes that the ' theoretical' Pelasgians have their
name from some single tribe, which really was called Pelasgian, but did
not constitute the whole or even the majority of the pre-Hellenic population
of Greece ; edvrj Be d\\a re teal TO Tlekaayiicbv eVi TrXeicrrov a(f>' eavrwv
rrjv eTTcovvfilav irapeyecrQau. We may fairly infer from this that since
the time of Herodotus a still wider induction has been attempted, based
upon data derived from those parts of the Greek world where the pre-
Hellenic population had been previously labelled Carian, Lelegian, Caucon,
and the like, as well as from those where it had been labelled Pelasgic.

(2) The Pelasgic name has consequently acquired for Thucydides a
definite generic and connotative value, which is distinct from its specific
and denotative use as in iv. 109. For the first time, that is, a Greek
historical writer is using a Pelasgian hypothesis consciously, with the
knowledge that it is a hypothesis, and not a summary of observed or
reported facts.

(3) Whereas Herodotus rests content with a view of the process of
Hellenization which is expressed intransitively132 and assumes a kind of
spontaneous generation 133—' spec's I growed ' as Topsy said—Thucydides
is conscious that TO 'EWrjviKw has arisen by actual contact of 'Pelasgian' non-
Hellenes with a body, however small, of genuine and actual "EW^z/e? who
had the higher culture, and so were ' of use ' to their neighbours. Of course
the discover}' that Hellenism spreads by contagion only puts the problem one
stage further back : for the obvious question is now, how to account
for the real Hellenes. But it is a clear advance to have formulated the
view that culture does thus come by contagion, icad' eicdaTovs fiev 778*7
TTJ 6fii\ia fidWov KaXeiaOai "EWrjvas; that it is quality which tells, not
quantity; that ' a little leaven' may work 'until the whole is leavened';
and that, like the Pelasgians, the Hellenes have come to have their name
used in a connotative as well as in a denotative sense ; of which indeed
we have seen the vague beginnings already, in Herodotus' use of Danaus
side by side with Xuthus. But we find no express formulation of it till
Thucydides puts ' Danaans,' ' Argives,' and 'Achaeans 'as equivalent Homeric
names for those 'men of Phthia ' oi-irep teal irpwToi "EWjjpe? tjaav.

(4) Thucydides makes no doubt that the real Hellenes first became
appreciable in Phthiotis. What then becomes, for him, of the view which we
have seen growing up in post-Homeric times that TO UeXaayi/cbv "Apyos
was a hotbed of Pelasgi ? Surely here if anywhere the Hellenic ' leaven '
must have ' worked ' early and effectually. The process of Hellenization
was gradual and lengthy, as he admits; oil fiivToi TTOWOV ye XP°VOV

rjhvvaro ical airaaiv e/cvi/cfjaai : but missionary enterprise, like charity, surely
begins at home.

132 -rb ovvo/ia jiieT(/3aAe . . . th\v yKaoaav fier- 1:s Though even Herodotus associates ill
ffiade i. 57 : rb 'E\\. airoaxurBei' jiivroi awb rov some cases the crisis of Hellenization with a
XleXaffyiKov i. 58 : aneKpldr] e/c iraKantpov rov ' child of Helleu ' such as Xuthus.
$ap$dpov eBveos rb 'EAA. i. 60.
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§ 14.—The Comparative Method, in Tlmcydides and in the Early Fourth
Century.

In a neighbouring passage134 Thucydides formulates—also, I believe
for the first time in literature—the ' comparative method ' of ethnological
enquiry. Ceteris parilms, he argues, it is permissible to infer from the
present state of a backward people to a previous state of an advanced people.
It is possible therefore to plot out, in a series, all known varieties of ' Hellene,'
from the most cultured to the least; and as Hellenism, for Thucydides,
stands for the highest form of culture, the most cultured will be the most
truly Hellenic, and the least cultured will show the most purely Pelasgian
survival.

We, who have passed more recently through a similar phase of method,
know only too well the corollary which a looser logic may allow to be drawn
from such a series. Granting, as everyone did grant, including Thucydides, that
early Greece had been the scene of intense ' distress of nations' and long
continued fieravaardaei<;, it was only too easy to confuse cultural with
geographical advance; and to argue (as the students of'Aryan languages' argued
repeatedly in the last century) as if those Greeks who had ' progressed least'
in culture had therefore ' advanced least' from a geographical focus of
dispersion. Now if the zero of advancement is the ' Pelasgian' stage of
culture, the starting point of Greek fieravda-Tacn^ ought to be the
' Pelasgian Home,' to adapt a familiar expression. Thus all that was
necessary, in order to discover inductively the Pelasgian Home, was to arrange
all Greeks in their cultural order, and see whereabouts on the map the most
backward of them were to be found .134a

Now in the early fourth century, the answer to this question was easy;
and it was threefold. (1) Only one people in nearer Greece (apart from
districts like Messenia and Thessaly which had neither shaken off nor
absorbed their 'conquerors' since the late fieTavaardaeif) had failed to adopt
in full that 7ro\ts-system which alone—so Thucydides, and Euripides, and
Plato thought—could produce or sustain Hellenic Man : only one people in
all Peloponnese answered to Thucydides'description of his 'actual' Pelasgians,
Kara Be pucpa -iroXio-fiaTa olicovcriv :13B only one area had so far ignored the
trend of Hellenism as to permit its sons, in that clash of principles
which was d^ioXoycoraTov TCOV irplv, to fight for either side indifferently :13S

and that was Arcadia and the Arcadians.

(2) On a broad review of the culture of Greece, the full Hellenism of
Athens and the Ionian ' colonies,' of Corinth, of Argos, and of Delphi, might be

134 i. 6. fiovAofievoi ret Tr\€?ffTa rwv irepi avrovs. To
i34a A very similar fallacy confounds advance this frame of mind belongs also the Ephoran

in culture with progress in time. Ephorus is a theory of the longevity of 'primitive' men
conspicuous instance (Fr. 6 = Diod. Sic. 1. 9) (Fr. 24 = Plin. N.H. 7. 48) 'Ephorus {ait)
irepl irpdiTusv 5e TOV jS a p £ a p a v $ie£i[iev, owe Areadum reges CCC annos vixisse.'
a p x<t i or e p ov s avrovs rjyovfievoi TWV 'E \ A 4]- I 3 5 iv. 109.
v w v KaSaTtcp 'Etyopos fipf]Kiv, aUcb vpoSte\6eiv 136 vii. 57.
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figured as fading away gradually north-westward, into a region where, first, as
Thucydides well knew, 7ro\et? gave place to a life Kara /cd>fia<; aTetxicTovi in
Aetolia, and where even hoplite armour was unknown, as in Locris;137 where,
next, Hellenic speech became blundered and confused, so that Demosthenes'
army had need of interpreters,138 and he could trust to his Messenians being
taken for Peloponnesians by their accent; where, further afield, Peloponnesian
troops feared massacre VTTO TOOV ftapftdpcov /ca\ i^Oia-Tcov 'A/J,(j>i\6)^a)v;139

and where, behind all, and on the extreme edge of the Hellenic world, lay
the rude ritual, and the immemorial age, of the oracle of Zeus at Dodona.

(3) On a still broader view of the civilized world, the march of culture
was still more clearly seen to be westward. Danaus,140 Pelops,141 and
Cadmus142 had brought 'light from the East' to Hellenic lands; ' Hellen
and his sons'143 had spread their own light not only to Dodona, but also to
Magna Graecia and to Sicily. But round these western outposts also lay a
penumbra of barbarism, and beyond, a great expanse of peoples who, like the
' theoretical' Pelasgians of Greece,144 e-Trayofievav avrov*} eV co^eXia,
icaO' eicd<TTov<i /jbtv rjSr) rfi ofiCKla fiaXKov were becoming severally confronted
with Hellenic culture, whose receptivity of things Hellenic was remarkable,
whose cults and legends bore strong resemblance to the ruder phases of
Hellenic religion; who continued to practise a 'Lesbian rule' in their
architecture, which recalled the primaeval citadels and terrace-walls—the
HeXacryt/cd Teixv—of old Greece; and whose coasts were still infested by
the lawless pirates whose name in the Aegean was already thrice associated
with the Pelasgian,145 and who had made the Lower Sea ' Tyrrhenian' for
good and all. Italy and the West were rapidly being involved in an enlarged
Pelasgian Theory.146*

What precedes is, I believe, legitimate inference as to the probable
course of speculation, from the position taken up by Herodotus, along the lines
which are suggested by the indications of advancing method in Thucydides';
and it accords with the actual extensions which Pelasgian theory received
during the next generation, A crucial instance will make the situation clearer.

137 iii. 94, 96, cf. 112 (Amphilochia). elffiv-
" 8 The Ophiones and Eurytanes were o7i>a>- 14° Hdt. ii. 98, 171, 182, vii. 94.

<TT(STaT0i yXuaaav, Kal wpocpdyoi eiViV, as \eye- M1 Hdt. vii. 8, 11.
•rai. Thuc. iii. 94. The Messenians he de- 142 Hdt. ii. 44-49, iv. 147, v. 57-8.
scribes as AaipiSa T6 yXwaaav Uvras Kal rois J43 Hdt. i. 56, 60. Thuc. i. 3.
irpocf>v\a.£i irttTTiv Trapexop-evovs. iii. 112. 144 Thuc. i. 3.

139 iii. 112. Of these same Amiihilochians I45 Hdt i. 57. Soph. Fr. 256. Thuc. iv. 109.
' Hellenization ' is predicated (for the first time 145a The first traces of this lie very far back.
I think in Greek literature) in the definitely As early as Pherecydes (if it be the fifth cen-
linguistic sense : «al tWyviaBrta-av T V VVV tury author of that name) Peucetius and Oeno-
y\Gia<rav r6re irpurov tnrb TUV 'AuwpaiciaTaiv trus already count as children of Arcadian

Taiv, olSe 6.K\ot 'A/*<pl\oxoi @dpl3a.po{ Lycaon.
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§ 15.—Ephorus.

If there is one writer who represents for us the characteristics, good or
bad, which distinguish fourth century historians from fifth, it is Ephorus of
Cumae. The pupil of Isocrates, he was brought up in the laxest sect of the
pijTopes; and the fragments which we have of his work show how in-
dustriously he improved on the historical method of his master. Not only
was his work on the early age of Greece the first and the most'copious of
the fourth century redactions, but it has been shown by more than one
modern writer practically to have held the field until far on into the
Alexandrine Age ; to have been a standard book of reference for Polybius,
and to have supplied Diodorus with almost the whole framework of his
history for this period. Strabo, too, quotes him repeatedly on points of early
ethnology.

It is from Strabo that we learn, among other points, that Ephorus had a
Pelasgian theory of his own. In the well-known passage u 8 in which Strabo
summarizes the views which had been held by Greek writers on this matter,
a large proportion of the more important data are assigned to Ephorus by
name; and the whole of the Homeric evidence is marshalled in a form which
makes it highly probable that we have here an abridgement of Ephoran
commentary : for phrases characteristic of the Ephoran theory recur, as we
shall see, throughout it. This theory of Ephorus may be summed up in a
sentence. The Pelasgians originated in Arcadia and nowhere else ; and spread
from thence, all over Greece and beyond, as military conquerors and colonists, at
a period which can he dated approximately.

Strabo says that Ephorus got this idea from Hesiod; and quotes the
actual passage.147 Now we have seen already that this is the only evidence
preserved to us, down to the end of the sixth century, which expressly con-
nects Pelasgians with Arcadia; that it gives an eponymous Pelasgus ; that
it not merely introduces a factor which is out of accord with the Homeric
data, but had already set people thinking how to explain and justify a
Pelasgian Arcadia; and that it had thus been the source of the temptation
to transfer the phrase UeXao-yi/cbv "Apyo? from the Thessalian to the
Peloponnesian Argos, with the disastrous results which we have seen.

The 'Arcadian theory' of Ephorus is introduced, in fact, in contrast to what
Strabo regards as the popular theory (6/j,oXoyovcn anavres ayehov TI) which
made the Pelasgians dp^alov TI cf>0Xov Kara TT/V 'EXXdSa ir a <r av
tirnroXdaav ical fidXicrra TT a p a T o t <? A.loXeuai TO is KCITO,

B e cr cr aX ia v. This theory, as we have seen, was current from the end
of the sixth century to the days of Herodotus, and was based partly on an
imaginative interpretation of the language of the Catalogue, partly on the
discovery of the place-name HeXacryLcoTts. But it sank into very minor

146 Strabo, 221. Lyeaon : see p. 186 above.
147 Fr. 68, in which Pelasgus is the father of

H.S.—VOL. XXVII. P
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importance in Herodotus and Thucydides, who both tend to regard Thessaly
as the starting point rather of Hellenes than of Pelasgians. We must infer
however from Strabo's words, that after the eclipse of Herodotean history this
'Thessalian theory' i*evived; and this is indeed abundantly clear from the
writers of the period between Ephorus and Strabo himself. We may fairly
infer, meanwhile, that Ephorus did not hold this theory, or regard the Pelasgians
as the generic aborigines of Greece; and that in particular he opposed the
' current view' that either the WeXaayiKov 'Apyo?, or the IIeXacryio)Ti<;, or the
A/tpiaa of Thessaly were among their primary abodes.

Next, Strabo's argument treats the Homeric passages similarly, but more
explicitly: Kal yap TJ)? KpijTrj? etr o i K 01 yeyovaaiv, w? <f>aaiv "O/U.77/HK,
quoting Odyssey 19. 177 ff. But Homer does not say that the Pelasgians of
Crete eiroiicoi yeyovaaiv, and though, as we have seen, it is very probable that
they did' come to reside in addition to ' its other inhabitants,—fas est ct cib hoste
doceri—the Odyssey gives no direct support to this view. The phrase evoiKoi
yeyovacnv in fact, shows that what Strabo is giving us is somebody's
explanation of how Pelasgians came to be in Crete at all: namely that they
were intruders here, just as they were everywhere else but in Arcadia. Who
was this somebody ?

Further evidence follows, about the HeXaayiKov 'Apyos of Iliad 2. 681 :
Kal TO TleXacrytKov "'Apyo? rj ©erraXi'a Xeyerai. This also is not true, at all
events in the text of Homer which has come down to us. First, Homer
never mentions Thessaly by name at all. Next, as we have seen already,
the Homeric phrase TO TleXaayiKov "Apyos, refers only to that part of
' Thessaly' which includes Halus, Alope, Trachis, Phthia, and 'Hellas ' in the
narrovvest sense : it is the country of the Myrmidons, and the kingdom of
Achilles; and it does not include even places like Phylace and Pyrasus,148 much
less the head of the Pagasaean gulf, or the country round Tricca or Larisa.
This Thessaly, in fact, which, as Strabo goes on, includes TO /xeTa^v T&V
e'/4/3o\<wi> rod Urjveiov Kal TWV %epfioirvXmv 6<u? Try? opeivrjt; TJJ? KaTa. Ylivhov
is the Thessaly, not of Homer, but rather of Aeschylus; and the reason
why it is either ' Pelasgian ' or ' Argos ' is the same also as in Aeschylus;—Bta
TO iirdp^ai TO>V TOTTCOV TOVTWV TOI>? UeXaayov<;. I t is an ivap^la, an
' annexation' of the Pelasgians, not their original home.

Here, again, as in the previous instance, what Strabo is reporting is
somebody's views about Homer, and about Aeschylus also; and this somebody
has catch-words of his own, STTOIKOI, indp^ai, arising from his theory and be-
traying it whenever they recur.

A few lines below, Strabo refers again to Ephorus by name, ascribing to
him the use of HeXaayla as a name for Peloponnese. From this, we may be
pretty sure that Ephorus also, like that early fifth century school of logo-
graphers which Herodotus and Thucydides ignore, took the phrase YleXaayiKov
"A/370? as referring primarily to the Peloponnesian Argos, adjacent to
' Pelasgian' Arcadia; and as referring only secondarily to the Thessalian

148 II. 2. 695.
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district. If so, Thessaly was for Ephorus, as for our anonymous ' some-
body,'merely an 'eparchy' of the Pelasgians of Arcadia.

This impression is confirmed by the words which Strabo adds next, Kal
Ev/3(7rtS»;5 ev 'Ap%e\dq) ^>r/alv ort, Aavaos 6 Trevr^Kovra duyarepcov
came to Argos and gave the Danaan name to the He\acryi
TO 7r/3tV.148a This is good fifth century belief, for we have it almost verbatim
in Herodotus.149 It refers of course to the Peloponnesian Argos, but it is
noteworthy that both Herodotus and Euripides make use of the peculiar ethnic
He\a(ryid>Tr)<;, -COTIS, which only occurs otherwise, in fifth century literature,
as the name of a Thessalian rerpap^ia; and this passage is in an excerpt
from Hellanicus. But why bring in Euripides and Aeschylus in the middle of
this discussion of Homer ? Clearly because, not Strabo, but the anonymous
' somebody,' whose views are being traced in contrast with Homer, as with
the airavTes and TTOXKOI above, was concerned to claim their support.
And if so, this somebody must have been at work not earlier than the date of
the Archelaus of Euripides. This limits the range of our enquiry a good deal.

Similarly, Strabo goes on, in regard to Dodona : rbv Se A/a TOV AcoBuvalov
avros 6 TroirjTT)!; oiofid^et UeXaa-yixov (quoting Iliad 16. 233) . . . iroWol Se
Kal ra HTreipcoTiKa eOvrj UeXacryi/ca e'tprjKaaiv. Here again the phrase
avTus 6 iroLTjTT]^ 6vo/j.dgti has all the look of an attempt on the part of
'somebody' to claim the reluctant Homer and the others who called the Wild
West ' Pelasgic' as supporters of his theory that the Pelasgian hegemony, more
or less forcible in its extension, had reached as far as Dodona, if not even into
Epirus—o>? Kal fiixP1 ^evpo lirap^dvrio v—and out comes the catchword
again. Now this exactly accords with the known views of Ephorus about
Dodona: for Strabo says of Dodona in another context150 ecrn 8', w? <f>t}crii>
Ecfropos, Ue\aaywv iSpv/na. Zeus of Dodona, that is, is TleXacyuco'iper se
and AaiSavaiog per accidens : as fine a rhetorical inversion of the Homeric
phrase as could well be devised.

By this time, I think it will be clear that the anonymous fourth century
' somebody,' whose views we have been tracing in this passage, is none other
than Ephorus himself; and that what Strabo is giving us is a detailed analysis
of the Pelasgian theory of that writer, quoting him by name only when his
views diverge from those which were orthodox in Strabo's time—which is very
seldom—and quoting authors earlier than Ephorus only when their testimony
is either of crucial value, or had required special ingenuity to make it
' fit in ' with the theory.

We begin also.. I think, to see the connexion between the curious and
detailed commentary on the Homeric evidence, on the one hand, and the
statement which follows immediately, that the ancient author who really best
supported the Ephoran theory, and indeed suggested it to Ephorus, was
Hesiod. I t was indeed a choice between irreconcilables. The learned world
from Acusilaus to Thucydides had expended itself in constructing theories

14S» Fr. 227 : already noted above, p. 191. 150 Strabo, 327. The dependence of this on
149 i. 171. the Hesiodic neAaoi7to>' ihpavov is obvious.
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about the Pelasgians which would fit the Homeric evidence as they under-
stood it; but one group of early "passages had stood out, and could not be
made to fit. These were the statement of Hesiod that a personal and there-
fore primeval Pelasgus was the father of Lycaon of Arcadia, and the
conformable witness of Asius that Pelasgus was Earthborn and the First Man.
Pherecydes, on the other hand, had collected round the passage of Hesiod a
mass of local genealogies which went back to Lycaon; and he had probably
been led to connect with these Arcadian genealogies the barbarous North-
west round Dodona, and places as far beyond as Peucetia and Oenotria. Mean-
while Acusilaus and Hellanicus had tried to reconcile the Homeric and the
Hesiodic schools, by applying to the Peloponnesian Argos, with its citadel
Larisa, the Homeric phrase about TO YleXaayiKov 'Apyo? in Thessaly, and also
the Homeric statement that some Pelasgians (who however had nothing to
do with rb UeXacryticdv "Apyos) dwelt round a place called Larisa. The
tragedians belong wholly to this popular syncretistic school. Herodotus and
Thucydides, on the other hand, use mainly Homeric data, but supplement
these by fresh search for objective fact, and by new methods of interpretation.
But now the reaction from anthropology, which Thucydides had foreseen,
has come; and it is entirely in accord with the methods of fourth century
rhetoric, and with the known bent of his own genius, that Ephorus should
appear in due season with the mission to construct Trpo? TO Trapa-^prj/j.a
aKoveiv a completely inverted pyramid, resting its slender apex on the one
outstanding passage about a personal Pelasgus in Arcadia, and incorporating
the Homeric passages, somewhat unsuccessfully, very near the broad end
of the structure.

With this clue in mind, the rest of the passage of Strabo is instructive
reading. The remaining passage of Homer, about the ' actual' Pelasgians
among the allies of Priam,151 is dismissed in a fashion as brief as it is charac-
teristic : Kal Tot? iv T»? TpcodSi K.i\i%iv"Ofir)po<} elprj/ce TOU? ofiopow; HeXaayovs.
Now this, once more, is simply not true, unless the Homeric text has suffered
grievously since Strabo's time. Moreover, if it were, it would make Homer
group with the Pelasgians just those allies of Priam who are least 'at home '
in their Homeric position on the map, when compared with the historical
Cilicians ; and so would afford the plainest suggestion of TO 7roXv7rXdvr)Tov.lbla-

That the Aeschylean theory, too (however well it suited Ephorus in
Thessaly), needed amendment in Peloponnese, is clear from the adversative
clause which follows. Atcr^iJXo? Be SK TOV irepl Mvicr)va<>"Apyov<; cfarjalv iv
'1/ceTiai Kal Aavatcri TO yevoq CLVTWV zeal TTJV HeXoTrovvrj&ov Se YieXacrylav

4>f)<rlv "E^opo? KXrjdFii/ai; and then follows the quotation, already noted, from
Euripides. Aeschylus, that is, was in error in supposing that it was because
the Peloponnesian Argos was UeXacryiKov that Peloponnese was called
UeXaayia; and Ephorus has set him right. For it is not merely the TLeXaayL-
KOV "Apyo? of Argolis, but Peloponnese as a whole, which on his theory

151 11. 2. 843. that of Herodotus. In the fifth century it is
loia We may note in passing the marked anti- the Dorian Hellenes who are the migratory

thesis between the ethnology of Ejihorus and eiroiKOi of Greece, Tro\vir\dvi)Toi Kipra. (i. 56).
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acquired the name HeXaayia ; and it acquired it, as we have seen, not in
pre-Danaan days from the Argive UeKaayos of Aeschylus—wide reaching as
his i-rrap-^lai were—but from the Pelasgian arpaTKoriKol, of Arcadia.

| 15.—The Successors of Ephorus.

Two classes of data, it will be observed, have evaded, hitherto, the wide-
spread net of the new 'Arcadian Theory' : they will have to form the very
cornice of the inverted pyramid ; and they are just the data which had most
contributed in the fifth century to throw fresh light on the realism of the
Homeric evidence. We have not, in fact, had a word, as yet, either about
Lemnos and Imbros, or about Attica.

Strabo goes on however (with an adversative consturction once more)
'AvTt«Xe/Sr/9 Be irpdnovs cf>tjcr).v CIUTOVS TO. irepl Ar/fivov zeal "Yfifipov Kiicrai,
KOI Brj TOVTCOV rivets ical fiera Tvppyvov rov "ATVOS et? TT/V 'iraXlav avvapai.
Now it is not very likely that any of Anticleides' writings were extant early
enough to be of use to Ephorus ; and Philochorus, the Atthidographer who is
particularly responsible for the speculation about the UeXaoyol-TleXapyoi
which Strabo quotes next, is even later still. It follows that what Strabo
is doing now, is to supplement and develope the theory of Ephorus from the
works of his immediate successors. In both cases the Pelasgians are repre-
sented not as aborigines but as immigrants; but the verbs are no longer
e7roiKelv and eirdp^ai, bub KTiaai and eTrKpotrdv. How exactly the fact of
these Pelasgian settlements was worked into the general structure of the
theory, there is nothing in this passage to show ; but the silence of Strabo us
to Ephorus, and his use of later writers to supplement his theory on these
two points, certainly suggest that a difficulty had been felt. In the case of.
Athens the problem was simplified in advance forEphorusby the circumstance
that, as Herodotus observed, ihe Athenians, whatever their origin, were so
thoroughly Hellenized as to be reckoned rolai Trpcorotcn \eyofiivoiai elvat,
'EXkrjvcov ao(j)i,r)v,1B2 and therefore furthest removed from the simplicity and
folly of barbarians. If, that is, the theory of Ephorus arose as a false corollary
from a cultural classification of extant Greeks, such as was contemplated in
the time of Thucydides, the Athenians must at once have fallen out of the
list of possible candidates for genuine Pelasgian ancestry ; and if so, the stories
in Hecataeus and Herodotus about their dealings with Pelasgian ir\avr)Tab
would come in as proof of the early date of Attica's conversion to Hellenism.
The philological speculations of Philochorus about HeXaayol-IleXapyoi rest on
inadequate knowledge of the history of the Attic dialect. But, whatever their
validity, they are incompatible with any theory which did not reject (or more
probably ignore) the whole of the Herodotean treatment of the ' aboriginal'
Pelasgians of Attica, and lay stress solely on the Herodotean admission that
certain Pelasgians'came and went'between Attica and Lemnos.

1M Hdt. i. 60.
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In the case of Lemnos we have further evidence of the fourth century
treatment of Homer. Homeric proof of the late arrival of the Pelasgians in
Lemnos existed indeed, though only of a negative kind, and so far Anticleides
was justified in asserting that the Pelasgians were not aborigines but colonists.
But in laying stress on the negative evidence, he ignored the positive
testimony of the Iliad to a p-c-Pelas^ian KTI<TIS in Lemnos; and it was only
by so ignoring it that he was able to state TT p (OT o v <; . . . avroix; ra -jrepl
Arjfivov ical "1/j.fipov KTiaai.

§ 16.—Pelasgians and Tyrrhenians.

Strabo's citation from Anticleides introduces another new feature, when
it attributes to Pelasgians of Lemnos and Imbros a share in the foundation of
Etruria. Attempts at an explanation of the western Tyrrhenians by means
of a Pelasgian theory of the Aegean go back, as we shall see, at least as far as
Hellanicus ; and both Herodotus and Thucydides mention ' actual' examples
of the two peoples in an association so close as to border on identity. But
the statement of Anticleides is, I believe, the earliest which connects the
' actual' Tyrrhenians of Etruria with any part of the Aegean where ' actual'
Pelasgians existed in historic times. It is on this ground that I have
reserved till now an examination of the literary evidence about the
Tyrrhenians by the same method of criticism to which I have confined myself
in the preceding sections. If it leads to an intelligible result in this case
also, I think I may claim this as some confirmation both of my previous
results and of the method itself.

Considering how much has been written about the Tyrrhenians and how
large a place they filled on the Greek horizon, it is almost surprising to find
how little early evidence about them has survived in Greek literature.
Homer has no mention of Tyrrhenians at all; and the isolated passage in
Hesiod's Thcogonia (1. 1016) is suspect. In fact the only direct reference in
literature earlier than the fifth century, is that in the Homeric Hymn to
Dionysus (1. 8). Here the sea-pirates who kidnap Dionysus, and are
miraculously punished by him, are introduced without comment as TvparjvoL
But the Hymn gives no internal indication of the date or place of the
episode, except that in 1. 28 Egypt and Cyprus on the one hand, and the
Hyperboreans on the other, seem to lie on the poet's horizon ; and this does
little but confirm the conclusion suggested by style and language that the
Hymn may belong to the sixth or seventh century, and not much earlier.
At two points in the Hymn there may be traces of ' Tyrrhenian' proper
names; but if there are, they are hopelessly corrupted. It is possible, but is
not proved by anything in our text, that the Hymn may belong to the same
Cycladic cult of Dionysus as the fragmentary Hymn I, with its allusions to
Naxos and Icaria; !lW but it is also possible, as the unexplained allusion

The earliest version of the story of Dionysus, which implies this is that in Apollod. iii. 5. 3.
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to the bear15i suggests, that it may belong to the Brauronian cult: in
which case this Hyma (or the legend which it embodies) may be the source
from which the Tyrrhenian name came later into the story of the Pelasgian
raids round Attica.

In the fifth century four distinct stories were told about Tyrrhenians in
the Aegean basiu.155

(1) Herodotus15(i and Thucydides157 are agreed that Tyrrhenians existed
still, in the fifth century, in the district enclosed between Chalcidice, the
Strymon, the Axius, and the inland Paeonia ; and that they were adjacent
to (Hdt.), if not actually part of (Thuc), the Pelasgians who survived in that
district. Thucydides adds, as we have seen, that they retained a language of
their own, and connects them with certain inhabitants of Lemnos and Attica
who seem to be those whom Herodotus calls Pelasgians. But neither writer
connects these actual fifth century Tyrrhenians with the Tyrrhenians of the
West.158

(2) Sophocles is quoted159 as having used the double phrase ical
Tvpcrrivolcn He\ao-<yoi<; of a part (or the whole) of the people of the pre-
historic realm of Inachus, namely the Peloponnesian Argos. But we have
scon in the case of the word IleXao-yoi,, first, that its application to the
Peloponnesian Argos results from misinterpretation of the HeXaaytKov
"A/370? of Homer; secondly, that already in the time of Aeschylus this
prehistoric realm was regarded as including a large part of central and
northern Greece, and particularly the Thessalian Pelasgiotis. There is
nothing in the Sophoclean use of ' Tyrrhenian ' to preclude this interpretation
of the passage, and there is no suggestion anywhere that there either were or
had been ' Tyrrhenians ' in the realm of Inachus in any other sehse than that
in which there were or had been ' Pelasgians.' The passage in fact is only of
interest as confirming the evidence of Herodotus and Thucydides as to a
growing belief in the fifth century that the ' Pelasgian' and the ' Tyrrhenian '
names ' went together' in some way ; and, as we shall see shortly, by the
close of the fourth century these names had become practically inter-
changeable.

(3) Hellanicus,160 though he does not expressly mention Tyrrhenians
in the Aegean, has a theory about the origin of the Tyrrhenians in the West
which derives them from his Pelasgians of Thessaly. These Thessalian
Pelasgians, on being expelled from Thessaly by the Hellenes (who, for

154 See 1. 46 and Crusius' note. Herodotus, and therewith that of Tlmcydldes,
155 i n eg]e c t t j l e tragedians' use of tvpai]viKT\ that E. Meyer is enabled to conclude that

as a stock epithet of odKwiyt or KICBWI>, Aesch. Herodotus 'kennt Tyrsener im Bereiche des
Eum. 567, Soph. Aj. 17. aegiiischen Meeies nieht.' Forsehungen i. p. 21.

130 i. 57. 1M Fr. 256 = Dionys Hal. i. 25.
157 iv. 109. 13° Fr. l = Dionys. Hal. i. 28.
lo3 It is only by rewriting the passage of
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Hellanicus, seem to have been immigrants from somewhere)101 took ship and
landed in Italy eVt %irivr]Ti nrora^u), that is, on the Umbrian coast near
Spina ;162 they then went up country et? Kporoova TTOXIV.

That Hellanicus however had himself no evidence of the existence of
the Tyrrhenian name in Thessaly, is suggested by his use here of the Pelasgian
name solely, so long as he is describing events in Thessaly or indeed anywhere
outside Italy; and by his statement that it was only on arrival in Italy that
the Pelasgian refugees took the name ' Tyrrhenian.'103 At the same time we
must note that elsewhere104 he ascribes a settlement at Metaon in Lesbos to
one MeTa? Tvpprjv6<;; and as most of the Lesbian towns were of Thessalian
origin there is a prima facie case for regarding this Tvpprjvos as coming from
thence.16"' He might however have been a Pelasgian from Lemnos or the
Hellespont.

Hellanicus gives elsewhere, as a lower limit of date for this migration,
the third generation before the Trojan war, and the twenty-sixth year of
Alcyone, priestess of the Argive Heraeum ; and Philistus, a little later,llJli

gives the same date, in the formula ' eighty years before the Trojan war.' In
both cases the actual date in question is that of the expulsion of the Sicels
from Italy into Sicily; but as the Ligurians, who according to Philistus
expelled them, were themselves under compulsion from ' Umbrians and
Pelasgians,' the presence of Pelasgians in or near Umbria is presumed at a
date not later than the Sicel migration. We cannot however be certain that
the Pelasgians who landed at Spina were the only people of the name whom
Philistus (or even Hellanicus) believed to be at that time in Italy.

(4) About the Western Tyrrhenians however Herodotus has a quite
different story, which he gives on Lydian authority 107: namely that they are
of the same origin as the Lydians. His story is that in a time of famine
these Lydian Tyrrhenians took ship and ' after passing many peoples' came
to the 'Opf3pi/coi where they founded cities ; and there they live still. They

161 The story added by Dionysius, that this lanicus, but not explicitly so), does not seem to
happened in the days of Deucalion, cannot be prove Tyrrhenian, or Pelasgian, or even Thes-
traced to any early source. The nearest analogy salian origin. That the latter view at all events
is Herodotus' statement (i. 50) that in the days was popularly believed later is confirmed by
of Deucalion the Hellenes otxeov yrjv T V 4>0IWTII' the analogy of Ravenna. But even a Thes-
and in the time of his grandson Doras migrated salian origin does not prove that the colonists

• to the Histiaeotis below Ossa and Olympus ; were either Tyrrhenians or Pelasgians, and
but this does not prove that in the intervening Strabo (214), who is our authority for this, has
generation they occupied the intervening terri- chosen to describe Spina as ircUai Se 'EKAyvl s
tory, though Dionysius very likely thought it TTO'AIS cv5o£os, which is bad for its Pelasgian
did. Hesiod (Cat. fr. 11) and Pindar (01. 9. origin.
64) seem to have regarded Deucalion as king of 163 There is some late evidence for a belief
Opuutian Locris, or at least of Opus ; but we do that there were Pelasgian settlers in Lesbos :
not know how early it was discovered that this see especially Strabo, 221, 621, Diod. 5. 81,
king of Opus was the invader of Phthia. Plin. N.H. 5. 31. 39.

16a That Spina should have maintained lli4 Fr. 121 = Steph. Byz. s.v. Mercian',
tributary relations with Delphi down to the lli3 Dionys. Hal. i. 22.
time of its destruction, as is stated by Dionysius 1('" Dionys. Hal. I.e. = fr. 2.
(i. 17, perhaps also on the authority of He!- 1(i" i. 94.
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got their name from their leader Tyrsenus, who was son of Atys and conse-
quently (i. 7) brother of Lydus the eponymos of the Lydians. Here the change
of name suggests the same conclusion as in the case of Hellanicus, namely
that Herodotus had no evidence before him of a Tyrrhenian people in Lydia.
On the other hand a dichotomy of the Lydians, such as his story presumes,
is in accordance with a native Lydian tradition of fifth century date : for
Xanthus the Lydian1BS gives, as the sons of Atys, Lydus and Torebus (or
Torrhebus) and adds that the languages of their respective descendants stood
to one another as Ionic to Doric, that is, they were closely-kindred dialects.
Xanthos however gives no indication of a Torrhebian emigration; but he
knows of a town Torrhaebus in Lydia. Not own ' Tynhenus' however is
known either to Herodotus or to anyone else.1(ii).

Another point is perhaps worth noting, to complete the parallel between
the accounts of Herodotus and Xanthus, and to suggest a line of argument
which may very likely have been present to the mind of the former. Hero-
dotus introduces his account of the Tyrrhenian emigration as a footnote to
the Lydian invention of Traiyvicu, which lie ascribes to the Lydians, on Lydian
authority, in a passage the rest of which is remarkable for its detailed
knowledge of things Lydian.170 Now we do not know enough either about
Lydian or Tyrrhenian, or even about Hellenic Traiyvuai, to be able to confirm
or to dispute Herodotus' account; but we may fairly assume that in his time
there was actually sufficient similarity between these pastimes, to uphold such
a story; and further that such similarity between Lydian and Tyrrhenian
games was one of the testimonia to the story of the Tyrrhenian emigration—
as one might argue from the games of New England or Virginia nowadays.
So that it becomes important to note that in Xanthus also171 the place
Torrhebus has a local culture-hero named Carius, who is inventor artiwm, and
that is why Lydian music, in particular, is called Torrhebian : for here we
seem to have another phase of the same general story of a Lydian or Tor-
rhebian culture-hero.

It is by this time fairly clear how Herodotus came by his story, at
its Lydian end. At its Italian end the story is clearly a variant of that of
Hellanicus: for 'Umbria' in Herodotus172 extends northwards as far as the
foot of the Alps, and so includes the site of Spina. Meanwhile his phrase,
e6vea iroWa 7rapa/u,eiilra/j.evov<;, looks very like an attempt to summarize a
long series of data as to ' Tyrrhenian' settlements, or attempted settlements,
on the route between Lydia and the head of the Adriatic.

Summing up the evidence of the fifth century writers we reach the
following presentation of the fifth century view of the Tyrrhenians ; and we

168 pr_ l = TJionys. Hal. i. 28. 1'"° i. 94 <pa<r\ 5e aiirol AuSoi KM - ra j iraiyvias
169 The name Tvpprivos would be a natural ras vvv o-cpiVi re KO.1 "E\\n<ri KaTetntilxras

' ethnic ' if there was ever a place called Tyrrha, (UVTOIV 4£evprnxa ysveadar a.,ua Si ravras re
and it was believed in quite late times that 4$evps8qvai irapa atpitn Xeyuvtri KOX Tvpat)vlriv
there was Midi a town in the South Lydian airoiKiaai' 55e irepl av'rwv Xiynvns.
district of Torihcbia (Et. Mag. s.v. tvpavnos) ln Fr. 2, summarized by Nicholas of'
and that Gyges came from thence. But this Damascus,
proves nothing for the fifth century or earlier. 172 i\'. 40.
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note at once the remarkable likeness between its main features and those of
the Pelasgian theory at the same phase.

First, there are 'actual' Tyrrhenians (1) north of Chalcidice, (2) in
Etruria; but no fifth century writer has recorded any attempt to identify
them.

Secondly, the ' actual' Tyrrhenians of Chalcidice are closely associated
with ' actual' Pelasgians in our two best authorities.

Thirdly, speculation has been at work, connecting, on the one hand the
'actual' Tyrrhenians of Chalcidice with the intrusive Pelasgians of Lemnos
and Attica, on the other hand the ' actual' Tyrrhenians of the West (1) with
' theoretical' Tyrrhenians in Lydia, now extinct, (2) with ' theoretical'
Pelasgians in Thessaly, also extinct now.

Fourthly, in popular belief, represented by Sophoclean Tragedy, the
name ' Tyrrhenian', again in the closest association with'Pelasgians' has got
a general connotative sense of ' pre-Hellenic in the Aegean,' which exactly
corresponds with the behaviour of the Tyrrhenian individuals whose exploits
have come down to us in our one epic source, the Homeric Hymn to
Dionysus.1™

But no sooner do we pass from the fifth century into the fourth than
all is exaggeration and confusion.

First, as we should expect, the connotative use of ' Tyrrhenian' to mean
' violent and piratical' crystallizes into a definite theory, assigned to Ephorus
by name, in which the Tyrrhenians play almost exactly the same part at sea,
as has been assigned to the Pelasgians on land. The crucial passages are:

(1) Strabo 410, where Ephorus accounts thus for the lateness of Hellenic
expansion in the West,1"* TOVS yap irpoTepov SeSievat, ra XrjaTypia rotv
Tvpprivwv /cal TTJV Mfiorr/Ta TWV ravrrj j3apl3dp<ov. Here the Tyrrhenian is
the type of Outland barbarism, as the Pelasgian is of pre-Hellenic barbarism
in the Aegean.

(2) Strabo 477, where the writer, speaking of the Cretans, says /nera
rovf rFvppr)voii<; ot fidXiaTa eBrjcoa-av TTJV KCI6' ^/ia? ddXarrav, OVTOL elaiv ol

SiaBegdfievoi ra XycrTijpca. At first sight it is tempting to take this as
referring to the Cretan piracy of historic times, which is much in the mind
of Strabo himself. But if the ascription to Ephorus is correct, this is
out of the question, for the Cretan piracy did not appear to be serious
till after the age of Alexander. Another possible interpretation would
be to regard TO, XrjaT^pia—a regular Ephoran catchword, like eiroiicot, and
iirdp^ai—as the victims' expression for a ' sea-power.' But there is no
evidence that Ephorus was acquainted with the Thalassocracy List which

173 This is all quite independent of the lute I74 He assigns the foiunlation of the western
and far too sweeping generalization of Dionysius Naxos and Megara to the fifteenth generation
(i. 25, on the passage of Sophocles), Tuppjju'as after the Trajan war (1184 v..t;.--[15 x -30 = ]450
fi€V yap fir] tvo'^a. rhv XP°VOV stttivov ai/a r^\v =734 B.C.).
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comes to us through Diodorus ; and even if he was, it cannot be argued that
he described as Tyrrhenian the sea-power 175 which the List calls Pelasgian :
for the sea-power which succeeds it is not' Cretan' in the List, but ' Thracian.'
The only alternative is to regard the ' Cretan' XycrTripia as the famous
' sea-power of Minos,' and to regard the Tyrrhenian XycrTtjpia as the Ephoran
equivalent for what Herodotus and Thucydides know as the ' Carian'
sea-power which Minos overthrew.170 So, whereas in the Aegean this
' Tyrrhenian' sea-power was broken by Minos, and permitted Hellenic
expansion early, in the West Minos failed (as Herodotus knew), and Hellenic
expansion tarried till the fifteenth generation after the Trojan War.

Secondly, whereas Hellanicus had made his Thessalian Pelasgians change
their name on their arrival in Italy, and so leave the West a free field
for Tyrrhenians, the fourth century, from Philistus onwards, admits unmodified
Pelasgians in Italy. In Philistus' account, already cited,177 of the dis-
possession of Ligurians and Sicels southward, their invaders are not
Umbrians and Tyrrhenians, as we should expect from the fifth century
evidence, but Umbrians and Pelasgians. The later writers carry this con-
fusion further, sometimes identifying Pelasgian and Tyrrhenian, sometimes
distinguishing them. The ' Thessalian' Ravenna, for example, strengthens
itself against 'Tyrrhenian' attack, by admitting its 'Umbrian' neighbours.178

In Southern Campania, beyond the Sarnus R. lie elra Tvpprjvol ical
TleXaa-yoc, fiera ravra Be ^avvlrar ical OVTOI 8' i^ineaov i/c TMV TOTTCOV.1'9

Diodorus, in fact, was probably under no misapprehension when he said
that ' the Greeks' apply the name ' Tyrrhenian' to Latins, Umbrians,
and Ausones indifferently.180

Thirdly, the weakness of the evidence which in Hellanicus' story connects
the Pelasgian immigrants from Thessaly with the Tyrrhenians of Etruria,—
and perhaps also a discrepancy between the date of king Nanas of Thessaly
in Hellanicus, and that of king Atys of Lydia in Herodotus and in the few
writers such as Timaeus181 who followed him in this matter,—seem to
have led later to the conclusion that in the West there were two movements
of colonization, one earlier and 'Pelasgian,' the other later and 'Tyrrhenian.'
A good example of the duplication which ensues is that legend of Caere,1S2

in which a Thessalian-Pelasgian in the town speaks Greek—xa"lP€—to

a ' Tyrrhenian ' assailant, and is understood by him.183 The Pelasgian emi-
gration to the West from Thessaly, moreover, was certain sooner or later

175 P laced by E u s e b i u s ( Je rome) be tween 177 F r . 2 = Dion . H a l . i. 17.
1056 a n d 961 B.C. ; a n d by myself a b o u t a 178 S t rabo , 214.
century later (J.II.S. xxvii, pp. 88, 126-7). 170 Strabo, 247.

176 This agrees well with the fourth century 180 For instances see the literature in Bertrand
date for the spread of the Hellenes over the and Reinach, Les Celtes dans Us vallecs du Po et
Pelasgian 'eparchies' of the mainland : for Ion du Danube, 1894, pp. 74-6.
son of Xutlnis is very nearly contemporary i s l Fr. 19.
with Theseus, and Theseus is one generation 1"2 Strabo, 220.
below Minos and one generation above th^ '81 That Caere, or rather the unreformed
Trojan war. Hollen therefore was four genera- Agylla, had like Spina, regular relations with
tions before the Trojan war, and Xuthus and Delphi, and even a treasury there, proves
Dorus were contemporaries of Minos of Crete. nothing as to its origin.
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to be confused with the far earlier movements implied in the genealogy
which Pherecydes constructed for the children of Lycaon of Arcadia. One
version of the latter brought Oenotrians from Arcadia to Italy as its first
inhabitants, and a kindred version (which however only comes to us
through Dionysius, and is not assigned to Pherecydes or his followers by-
name) sets this Arcadian movement as far back as the seventeenth gener-
ation before the Trojan War. The evidence however for this double-coloniz-
ation is all later than the fourth century:183a it naturally proves nothing
for any period earlier than the circumstances which called the theory
itself into existence; and these circumstances are indicated very clearly
in Dionysius' own version of the story of the Pelasgians in Italy,184 for
part of which he claims the support of Hellauicus. For he represents
the Thessalian Pelasgians of Hellanicus as being themselves a detachment
of the militantJPelasgians of Arcadia, who were not invented till a century
after Hellanicus' time; and he puts their arrival back six generations
before the days of Deucalion, whereas Hellanicus had kept them in Thessaly
until the invasion of the Hellenes, at least one generation after Deucalion,
and only three generations before the Trojan War. The whole story, in fact,
as viewed by Dionysius, is seen through the spectacles of Ephorus; or rather
perhaps of some follower of Ephorus whose aim was to work into the Ephoran
theory some part of the calculations of Pherecydes.185

Fourthly, the Tyrrhenian name became more and more widely applied to
the Pelasgian invaders of Lemnos, Attica, and other parts of the Aegean.
The statement of Thucydides, that his Tyrrhenian-Pelasgian folk in Mt.
Athos were akin to the invaders of Lemnos, lay open to misconception in
proportion as the word ' Tyrrhenian 'gained more generic vogue ; and we have
already seen that Hellanicus had placed a ' Tyrrhenian' colony in Lesbos, over
against "AvravBpov Tt)v JJeXacrytSa. There was some excuse, therefore, for
the attempt of Anticleides to reconcile the accounts given by Herodotus, and
b}r Hellanicus, of the western Tyrrhenians, by causing Pelasr/ians from Lernnos
and Imbros (who on Thucydidean authority were akin to the Tyrrhenian-
Pelasgiansof Mt. Athos) to join Ty rrhenus,son oi Atys,and his men. eOvea troWa
Trapafiei-^ranei/ov<;, as Herodotus says, on their way to Tyrrhenia-in-the-West.

But it is quite another affair, when Ephorus describes the Lemnians as
Tyrrhenians without qualification;18tl or when Philochorus187 retells the story

i83a jj- j s s e j o u t j n g,.eat detail by Ridgcway, to Hesiorl, if fragment 85 of Pherecydes was
Early Age of Greece i. pp. 231 ff. extant and known to him.

lsi Dionys. Hal. i. 22. ls(i Diod. 10. 19.
1?5 I hare already commented (p. 187, l). 41) ls7 Fr. 5. AVe have already had two experi-

on the doulit which must exist as to the elite of ences of Philochorus as a philologist and it is
any statement attributed to Pherecydes, and in the very next fragment, fr. 6, that he derives
my impression that, though the earliest of the the name of the Homeric 2.lvTies from crtveodai
three writers of this name was a \oyoypi<pos with refeienee to this same raid. But in this
and probably compiled genealogies, the quota- fragment he calls the raiders Pelasgians. The
tions themselves betray the influence of the Homeric SiVries however as we have seen, have
Kphoran theory, and may be quite late. It is no more to do with the Pelasgians than they
certainly remarkable that Ephorus did not have with the Tyrrhenians.
ackuowltd''e his debt to Phereeyiles as well as
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of the Pelasgian raid on Attica with details derived from Hecataeus and
Herodotus, but with ' Tyrrhenians ' substituted for Pelasgians throughout,
nnd with the philological moral T V p av v o ? eipr/Tai dirb rwv Tvpprjvaiv TUP
ftiaicov Kal XyaTcbv e£ °-PX*l* • • • r^vppr]vol yap o\ ly o v T IV a % p 6 v o v
olicr\aavTe<i iv rat? 'A0>jvai<; . . . rroWol fisv avrcov UVCOXOVTO . . . dWoi Be
€K<pvy6vTe<s ArjfjLvop Kal "Ififtpov witrfaav . . . and then returned when irapQkvoi
ap/crevofievai ry 0ea3 were at their mercy at Brauron. After this it is not
surprising that Apollonius of Rhodes,183 followed by Plutarch1S9 and
Polyaenus,190 should have described as ' Tyrrhenians ' the persecutors of the
Miuyans ; that Aristoxenus191 should describe Pythagoras as a ' Tyrrhenian '
from Lemnos; that Diogenes Laertius192 should describe one Mnesarchus as
Tvpprjvbv ovra Kal yevos TWI> Aijfivov Kal "I/j,/3pov Kal %Kvpov]j)lKr)(rdvTu>v
1vppr]vS)v; or finally that the Lemnians who were conquered by Miltiades
should rank, for Cornelius Nepos, as Carians.lm Only much later (with the
single exception of one passage of Charax) does the revival of Herodotean
authority permit Stephanus (s.v. 'H^ato-r/a?), Suidas, and Zenobius
(s.v. 'JLptutiveios ^dpi<i) to recur to the fifth century name of ' Pelasgian.'

The mention of Scyros is particularly instructive, because its inhabitants
had been noted by Thucydides m as Dolopes, of a well-known mainland stock
of ordinary North-Greek type.195 Ephorus however called them ' Pelas-
gians,' loe as we might almost have guessed, seeing they are %TTOIKOL from
North Greece ; Scymnus couples them with the men of Sciathos as HeXatryoi,
but gives them a quite different origin, e'/c ®pa/a]<; Sia/3dvTe<i, <u? Xo'yo? ;197

Nicolas of Damascus calls them ' Pelasgians and Carians '19S and Diogenes,
as we have seen, couples them with the men of Lemnos and Imbros, but calls
all three peoples ' Tyrrhenian.'

§ 17.—Conclusion.

Anyone who has followed this analysis of the Greek authorities as far as
the close of the fourth century will agree, I think, that there is not much to be
gained by classifying the unauthenticated statements of the writers further
down. Anyone, moreover, who is familiar with those statements, will
recognize at once how large a proportion of them consists in direct elaboration
of the Homeric and Herodotean connotative view, that ' Pelasgian' meant
' pre-Hellenic ' in much the same sense as 'Brit ish' is popularly used in
England for ' pie-Roman,' or ' Druidical' for ' pre-Christian ' ; and how large a
proportion of the remainder are refid-^t] TOV fxeyd\ov SeiTrvov 'E <j> 6 p o v.

Take the case of the famous Pelasgian settlement in Rome. There is

133 Argonautica iv. 1760. Pammon, all lie has to say of him is that he
189 Q. Gr. 21, Viit. Mul. 8. 1M vii. 49. betrayed a Greek anchorage to the Persians.
i9i Fr_ j 192 viii_ L 2 . 196 Diodorus, xi. 60.
193 Miltiades 2. 1(M i. 98. lil7 Scymnus, 615.
11)5 Hdt. vii. 132, "l85. Though he has ]9i Steph. Byz. s. v. StVpos.

occasion in vii. 183 to mention a Scyrian mimed
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an obvious but anonymous culture-hero; so he is Evander (ev-avSp-o<i = vir
honus) and of Arcadian origin. There is the place-name Palatium ; so it is
a de-nasalized form of Pallantion in Arcadia. There is archaic masonry
upon the hill; so it is a UeKacryiKcv Tei%o<;: and behold ! an ' important
confirmatory proof of the Ephoran theory of an Italian ' eparchy' of the
Pelasgians; incidentally also a good excuse for Roman intervention in the
affairs of 'Pelasgian' Epirus and ' Pelasgian' Greece.

Nor is the case of the Pelasgians exceptional. I have dealt already
incidentally with the Carian Theory which grew up on parallel lines in the
South Aegean, and more fully with the story of the Tyrrhenian name in the
Aegean and in the West. The story of the Leleges is shorter and more
fragmentary; but in its main outlines it hardly differs. In all, there is an
early period, beginning with a time when there seems to have been a real
but evanescent tribe, of limited geographical range, and some peculiarities of
culture ; and ending, between the sixth and the fifth centuries, with a vague
cycle of memories, and a connotative usage of the name. To this, in each case,
succeeds a fifth-century phase in which, while ingenious theory flourishes,
real search for 'survivals' of backward folk is perceptible. Then comes
the fourth century, regardless of research, reckless of accuracy or scholarship,
infatuated with headstrong theory, to which the evidence (such as it is)
must conform or be ignored; and then Alexandria-, stupidly farraginous, but
rehabilitated lately, as we saw to begin with, as 'evidence to the same effect,
perfectly unexceptionable and as strictly historical as the case will admit of.'

J. L. MYRES.

APPENDIX OX AP0LL0N1US, ARGONAUTICA I. 1021-4.

I have reserved for discussion in an appendix the one passage in which an ancient
author purports to describe an attempt on the part of 'actual' Pelasgians to gain a footing
on the Asiatic shore of the Hellespont. The passage itself is of late date ; and my only
reasons for not treating it among contemporary passages are that the personages to which it
refers can be traced back beyond the fifth century ; that the ethnic situation which it
presupposes has already been shown to be presupposed in the Homeric Age ; and that the
incident itself occurs in a context which links it at latest with the Ionian colonization of
Propontis, and at earliest with the Argonaut-saga, which we know from Hoiner to have been
current in some form or other before the composition of the Odyssey.

The anecdote in question is as follows. The Argonauts, after passing the Troad,
landed on the Asiatic coast of Propontis, made friends with the Doliones and their
king Cyzicu?, and fought some yrjyevtfs from the interior, who tried to blockade the Argo
in the so-called ^DTOS XIJUIJV at Cyzicus. Soon after, they were forced by stress of weather to
put back to the same friendly coast. Then follow the crucial lines :—

i. 10-1-4. oL&e rt? aiTtjV v^tjuv enicppadtws ivui)ti£v
t/x/ievat' ov& viro VVKT\ Ao\toves nyjs aviovTds

€7TT}i(Tav' aWd TTOV avbpwv
€i<ravTO HcXaayiKov apea Ke\(rai.
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So there was a fight at cross purposes, and great slaughter of the Doliones, and in that
fight was Cyzicus slain, their king : whose tomb remained at the city of Cyzicus in
Hellenic times, honoured still with Argonautic SeffKa.

Now granted that all that Apollonius knew was the founclation-legend of Cyzicus, and
some previous version, not necessarily early, of the Voyage of the Argo : granted also that
the foundation-legend itself was mainly aetiological, and that every self-respecting town in
Propontis, and beyond, had its own ' reminiscence' of the Argonauts, to prove its antiquity ;
yet nothing of all this explains either the specific name of the Maitpuwv, or why the phrase
Tle\a<ry i KOV apea is applied to their raid.

This name, and phrase, completely puzzled the very learned scholiast of Apollonius.
He seems to have begun by applying it to the Doliones themselves ; and he explains
(1) that the Doliones are colonists from Euboea ; (2) that Euboea was once called MaKpls
' Long Island'; (3) that as Euboea lies ' near Peloponnese, which is Pelasgian,' Cyzicene
(i.e. panllo-post-Euboic) warfare was 'Pelasgian' likewise.199 We have clearly to look
further than this for an explanation.

Apollonius himself shares, as we have seen,2C0 the misapprehensions of his time as
to the relations of Pelasgians and Tyrrhenians ; and he is therefore not the most likely
person to have held consciously a Pelasgian theory, or recounted willingly a Pelasgian
anecdote, which presumed a quite different view from anything which had been held
since the fifth century, if even consciously so late as this. It is therefore the most
notable, if he has preserved such an anecdote ; and if he has, there is a fair presumption
that he did not invent it, but found it in existence and used it.

The version of the same incident which is given by Apollodorus201 suggests that
there was more in tlie authority which Apollonius was following, than he chose to in-
corporate in his Argonuutica. The passage is worth quoting in full: airb \f)fx.vov Se
Tvpotria'XOViTi AoXloo'i, o)f €/3acn\fve KU^IKOS* OVTOS avrovs V7re8e'£aro 0tXo(j6poi/coy. VVKTOS

avaxBevTfS ivrevQev, Ka\ 7repin€(r6vTes avTiTrvoiais, ayvoovvres irakiv rois Ao\toai TTpotTL^^ovcnv.

oj 8c vopl^ovTes Ue\a<ry i KOV elvai errparbv (fTv\nv yap in6 TleXatryoiv

i r v u f ^ f f l i rr o~\ c fiov ixevoi) iidxiv TTJS VVKTOS <rwdnroi>aw, ayvoovvre s wpbs ayvoovvras.

Who were these Pelasgians by whom the Doliones were ' incessantly raided' I They
can hardly be the Herodotean Pelasgians of Placie and Scylace ; partly because the
Pelasgians are apparently still an European people in Homer, and had certainly not yet
reached Lemnos in the PTomeric Age ; but still more because it was a sea-borne raid which
convinced the Doliones that the invaders were Pelasgian, and the Pelasgians of Placie and
Scylace were on the Fame side of Propontis as Cyzicus itself.

But were they Pelasgians from Lemnos ? Certainly not, in a poem by Apollonius, or
we should surely have heard something of this exploit in his version of the Lemnian episode.
Moreover, even if Apollonius had thought that there were Pelasgians in Lemnos in
Jason's time, there is Homeric authority, as we have seen, to the contrary.

The whole question is somewhat complicated by the fact that there was also great doubt
in antiquity as to who were the Doliones. Stepbanus says202 that Homer applied this name
to the inhabitants of Cyzicus i>s TOVS TOW "Itr/xapov KIKOVUS : but this does not occur in our
text of Homer. It suggests however that there existed some ' Homeric' source of tradithn
about Cyzicus ; and this we shall soon see to be probable otherwise.

In the ordinary way Cyzicus counted as a colony of Miletus ; but we know from
Hecataeus of Miletus,203 at the close of the sixth century, that it had a previous existence
as a town of the Doliones (or Dolieis as Hecataens himself wrote the name). The
geographical situation is discussed fully and clearly by Strabo.201 But who the Doliones
were is only known from one phrase of Ephorus, and from Alexandrine or later writers ;
and opinions differed then in an instructive way. Ephorus205 describes them as Tle'Xaa-yovs

199 Schol. Ap. Rh. i. 962, 1021. 202 Steph. Byz. s.v. KA(IKOS.
200 Above p. 221, n. 188. 2r3 FT. 204 = Steph. Byz. s.i: Ao\ioves.
201 i. 9. 18. 1. Apollodorus wrote circa 204 Str. 575.

140 D.c. -05 Schol. Ap. Rh. i. 1037.
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OpccbuiS diaK€i[i€V0vs irpos TOVS Tt)v QerraXlav Ka\ Tsluyirjaiav KaToiKovvras diu TO

vw' avTaiv, i.e. he regards the Doliones as exiled Thessalian-Pelasgians ; and in
this he is followed by Conon,300 who adds that Cyzicus was their king in Thessaly, and
that those who expelled them were Aeolians. It is therefore not merely a confusion of
names when another late writer20" calls the Doliones 'Dolopes'; for we have seen
already20s that the population of Scyros which for Thucydides was ' Dolopian ' had become
' Pelasgian' already for Ephorus, and remained so for Scymnus and Nicolas.

But there was a quite different account of the Doliones,200 which described them not
as exiles from Thessaly, but as awoiKoi BcTraKav, and consequently kinsmen of Jason, and
fellow-enemies both of the expelled Pelasgians, and of the yyyevees of the Cyzicene interior.
This was the view of Deilochus, whom the Scholiast says that Apollonius was following.210

These yij-ytwes are an additional element of complexity in the story. Apollonius says that
it was they who tried to blockade the Argo in the ^urof Xî tiji/ during the visit to Cyzicus211

and were slain by Heracles and his comrades; but Deilochus212 ascribes the blockade to the
Pelasgians Kara i'xdos TO Trpos TO'IS QerTiikois v<j) hv f'|e/3f'8X>)j/To,213 and says2U that the
yrjycvtes were ©eo-traXoi? (i.e. AoXioai) iyxetpoydcrTopas, and that it was they who mistook the
Argonauts for pirates and planned the attack on them : an obvious attempt to relieve the
Thessalian Cyzicenes from the reproach of that blunder. Stephanns also (s.r. BeV/SiKos)
distinguishes the obstructive yrjyevees from the Pelasgians, but curiously reckons the
Pelasgians as allies of Heracles in his destruction of the yrjyzvics.

Conon also adds that Zartpov (i.e. after the fight with Jason) the surviving Doliones Ino
Tvpprjvaiv KvfiVou fieraveo-Trjaav Ka\ Tvpprjvdi rfjv Xcpp6vr)Tov eo-^or : and that it was these
'Tyrrhenians' whom the Milesian colonists found there. Conon therefore had also before
him, besides the ' Pelasgic' view of Bphorus, this other story which distinguished the
Doliones of Cyzicus from ' Tyrrhenian' marauders in Hellespont; and we may well
believe that, writing as late as he did, he meant by ' Tyrrhenian' to signify much the same
as the HehaoytKov apea of Apollonius.

We reach therefore this conclusion. Attractive and accepted as it was, the Ephoran
view, that the Doliones were Pelasgians from Thessaly, did not wholly eclipse an alternative
legend that they belonged to the same great Pagasaean adventure-cycle as the Argonauts
themselves ; and that in their Hellespontine home they and their friends were exposed to
the attack, not merely of half-conquered yrfyevces (avTo%6ovcs) on their own side of the
water, but also of enemies from the European shore. These enemies Apollonius still calls
' Pelasgian' : only a later compiler like Conon uses the marine equivalent 'Tyrrhenian.'

And this glimpse of another tradition does not stand quite alone. One of the theories,
we may remember, to account for the Dolopes of Scyros and the men of Sciathos, was that
they were TlfXaayol i< ©pa/cr/s215 8ia/3di>rer, a>s \6yos'. and we know that in the Homeric
Age there were already 'actual' Pelasgians as far afield as Crete. We must remember also
that Placie and Scylace, where Herodotus knew of Pelasgians surviving and speaking
'Pelasgic' in the fifth century, are in the immediate neighbourhood of Cyzicus itself.
Mela218 moreover has a very similar suggestion about the Doliones tliemselves, for he
brings both them and their king Cyzieus not from Thessaly or Euboea, but from Thrace,
making them, in fact, almost an advanced guard of our immigrant Pelasgians from the
same region; so that it is not impossible that here we may have a clue to the origin of
that 'Pelasgian' ancestry or quality of the Doliones of Cyzicus, which attracted the
attention of Ephorus, and led to their incorporation in the great Pelasgian mythology.

It seems probable, then, that we may infer that what is present to the mind of

207 O r p h . Arg. 497 (530).
208 p . 221 above .
209 Scliol. A p . R h . i. 9 2 1 , 987.
210 Sehol. Ap. lib. i. 1037.
211 Ap. Eh. i. 987.
212 Schol. Ap. Rh. i. 1037.

213 Schol . A p . R h . i. 987.
214 Schol . 989.
215 Scymnns, 584, see p. 221 above.
216 Mela i. 19, 2. Compare Strabo's discus-

sion of the ethnography of all this region, sum-
marized on p. 196 above.
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Apollonius and .some other late writers is a picture of a Thrace which the Hellespont,
as in Homer's time, ivrbs iepyei with difficulty ; and of an Asiatic coast watched, like a
' Saxon shore,' day and night for the ' Winged Hats' from the European side.

But all this breathes a quite different atmosphere from that of the Alexandrian
Library. It presumes the existence of the Thraceward Pelasgians of the Catalogue, of whom
no single Greek writer, I think, takes amT positive account till Strabo ; and even Herodotus
only implicitly and vaguely. It comes to us in a context,—the foundation-legend of
Cyzicus, and the ritual ndSos of its slain founder-king,—which we can trace in nomenclature
back to Hecataeus of Miletus, and consequently beyond the period where the Ephoran theory
of a Pelasgian conquest begins to predominate over all: back, in fact, into days when
Lemnian Pelasgians were known to be post-Argonautic, and the Pelasgians of Placie and
Scylace were still talking their own language and recounting their own traditions.

It gives us, in fact, a very strong case for believing that here, at any rate, Apollonius
is incorporating, almost verbally, a section of a very much older Argonautica ; that this
Argonautica goes up certainly into the early days of Milesian colonization, probably into
the Homeric Age ; and very possibly even to a generation which stood to the Argonauts
and the Doliones as Demodocus stood to the Trojan War.

J. L. M.
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